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BOYCOTT IN CHINA.
the editor bo sent to Jail. Sentence,
THE STRATTON
HOME
was- deferred.
Vancouver, li. C. Feb. 1. Britisn
Colorado Springs, Colo., Feb. 1.
A
'The plain, unamblgious meaning
troops and marinei were patrolling
The general contract for the construe
of the article' said the court, "is
the streets ana ferry stations (
tion of the first 13. buildings of the
that this court consented to decide
Hong Kong when the liner, Empress
Myron Stratton homo was Sfured to
TO A
of India, cleared from that port. The
the matter of attorney's fees in a diday by .7. J. Cooke of Denver, whose
vorce suit as the lawyer dictated
Empress arrived here yesterday. Her
hid was $147,895 or $,133 lower than
that this court would pay the lawyer
officers said k boyott against street
the next lowest bid, that of the Frank
and let the woman starve. This was
oars and ferry boats was in progress
Kirchhoff Lumber company of Denver.
untrue. I must demand respect for
in Hong Kong, because of a recent
There were 12 (biddei-- in all, eight
this court and if I cannot command
tfullng byj the governor that only
from Denver and four from Colorado
"
ADVISORS
.', LEGAL
British coin should be accepted lor HEAD OF A STEAMSHIP LINE DE- Springs.
AND PROSE.
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE EUROREADS'lT AFTER HAVING HEARD respect I shall step out." ; :
Mr. Walsh argued that the Star
fares.
CUTORS ASK, AT LEAST, MORE
CLARES THIS NATION
will be let for the
PEAN POWERS ARGUING WITH
THE CASE AGAINST KANThe order was inspired by the fact
published the proceedings 'in the, di- - MONEY FOR ASSISTANTS.
I&' IN A COMBINE.
and heating, plastering,
plumbing
.
SAS CITY EDITOR.
THE BALKANS
I
vorce case as a mere matter of news
that Chinese coinage had become so
painting and. wiring, and these will he
'
mutilated as to be unrecognizable.
and told nothing but the truth.
arranged between the general and sub"I believe It to bo of the greatest SALARY
BILL PROGRESSING The native population became Ind
KELPS TO FIX THE RATES contractors subject to the approval of TF"VFY iUH V?wf TO Yin n
OUT WITNESSES
HE RULES
and organized a general boycott
importance' he declareid, ,"that
the trustees of the home. The work
courts permit the fullest and most
which was accompanied by disorder.
will start immediately.
REFUSES TO ALLOW TESTIMONY elaborate discussslon of all divorce MOST IMPORTANT MEASURE BEA return to normal conditions was sends
representatives to The buildings to be constructed are DIPLOMATS ARE PERSUADING
FORE LEGISLATURE
IS
No question in modern
TO BE GIVEN BY MEN CALL.
caes.
e
a.
expected to result from new deer
gatherings of the
a dormitory for 20 boys and one fori THE PORTE THAT THE CAUSE
times has been the subject
FINAL FORM.
ED BY THE DEFENSE.
by the governor ordering the confis
IS HOPELESS
Alleged conspirators.
girls of the same capacity, a superin- of more research or brought fortn
cation of convietea boycotter's proptendenVj residence and 10 cottages
wider interest.
erty.
of four or five roms each for adults.
FEOPOSES
FINDS ACCUS1EDJIAN GUILTY
ILLEGAL THINGS A
"it this not a master that affects SENATE OPPOSES BOOK LAW
c:;;;3 c:
general administration building will
the family? Should we leave it to
probably be designed and built this
be squabbled over by attorneys?
SUGGESTS
ARDECLARES
PLANS
THINKS IT SHOULD BE OPTIONWHICH
HE PUBLISHED
HIS yer.
BULGARIANS AND SERVIANS GET
Shouldn't people know that a womAL WITH DISTRICTS TO FURCOMPANY FEARED BECAUSE
TICLES IN HISPAPER IN
TING READY TO ATTACK
an cannot dismiss a divorce suit ani
CONGRESS
IN
TODAY
NISH
TEXTS.
SCHOOL
OF
SHERMAN
FREE
CONTEMPT OF COURT.
LAW.
FORTS
go back to her husband without first
REPORTS FliB'l uEXICO
I
paying $UO0 attorneys' fees?'
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 1. The joint
Attorney Yates in his argument
Washington, Feb. 1. R. P. Schwer- Loudon, Feb. 1. A last attempt to
ARE ENCOURAGING prevent a resumption of war ia the
charged that tne Star had printed a committee of the finance committee
Washington, Feb. l. fieuate Con- in, vice president of the Pacific Mail
lie and had reiterated It in its re- of the senate and the house is mak vened at 11:45 a. m.
W. R. Nelson, owner o the
Steamship company, denied before
Balkans is being mado by the repreturn upon the citation.
Resumed
Kansas City Star, pronounced
the the house committee's shipping trust
consideration,' of
ing good progress with the county
sentatives of the powers at Constanr
is keeping in- tinople and Sofia,
salaries bill and the measure is now Works
term committee today that there existed united
guilty of contempt by Judge
presidential
according to inforAS
TO
THE DOIGS
to
The
com-panin
couna
a
formed
A.
fair
be
tne
rate
Guthrie
his
amendment.
between
way
in
Joseph
reported.
agreement
mation received by the European amCITY HAS NO RIGHT
OF THE REBELS.
amounts of the different salaries for
and the Kosmos Steamship
LaFollettte eight houij bjll for womty circuit court, this afternoon
bassadors at London. A detailed reas
an
on
as
wag sentenced to one day in
to
coffee
committee.
workers taken up in(
from
rates
company
county officers, substantially
given
port on the subject is expected tM3
4 the county jail. His attorney
Washington, Feb. 1. Reports from evening.
Central America.
TO LICENSE AMOS in the dispatches of yesterday, were House Convened atf lj a. m.
officials
Ways and means committee resumagreed upon this morning, with only
Immediately applied for a
"The state department is Inform- - Mexico today encouraged
In the meanwhile every tiling tzM
to
here
believe
Madero
govthat
the
writ of habeas corpus.
three dissenting votes.' provision is ed hearings on tariff.'
been made ready for a renewal of hosed," said Chairman Alexander, "that
v Judge Guthrie immediately
DISTRICT COURT DECIDES THAT to be made, however, that the classia conference exists between your line ernment is putting forth renewed ef- tilities. The members of tHa Ec!2
forts to suppress tne rebels. Ambasthe
counties
shall
of
ordored that Mr, Nelson be
fication
be
upon
SUCH A PROCEDURE IS
and the Kosmos line."
rian peace delegation have received
sador Wilson reported , that federaf
turned over to the sheriff and
basis of the assessed valuation as
DOUBLE TAXATION.
communications from the front ia
'Then the state department's in
troops in the north were taking meas- which.
be taken to Jail. Attorney
FAVORS
finally determined by the courts.
General Savoff assorts that tie
formation is wrong, ' said Mr. Schwer-in- . ures to
will
if
protect American mining
This
muamendment,
Walsh, for Mr. Nelson, urged
1.
passed,
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb.
That
"We have no agreement with the
army surrounding Adrian eple is one
in
Chihuahua.
properties
the court to grant five minnicipalities have no right to impose place several counties in a lower clasKosmos line eitner as to Physical
of the most efficient ever gathered
The federal commander at Juarez
utes In which to secure the
. license tax on automobiles is the sification.
Among the counties likely
A SINGLE TEHU vislon of traffic or as to rates. Some
He declares that every detail for ths
is
ofto
have taken the
reported
writ of habeas corpus. The
substance of a decision handed down to suffer is Rio Arriba, which will
the Kosmos' line began a
and capture of 1.h city has
years
ago
court demurred, but finally
fensive; opened the railway so'h-war- storming
in the supreme court here this morn- drop from third to fourth class, owing
been
rate war. The coffee rate went down
prepared. The general
carefully
and sent a iorre to attack the
the time was allowed after an
ing by Judge E. C. Abbott. The case to the fact that tne court has recent- DECLARES A PRESDENT OFTEN to $2 a ton. l'wo years ago 1 decommends the spirit of loyal rivalry
rebels.
argument.
came up on appeai from the justice ly stricken $500,000 from its valuacided to carry no more coffee at a
between the Servian and
NEGLECTS DUTIES TRYING
Within the alotted time Mr.
court by Dr. J. A. Rolls of this city, tion upon the ground that the assessloss and we fixed the price at fP."
troops, which aro ch::-';-FOR
equal ia
Salazar Returns to the Border.
announced that the 4 who was twice fined in police court ment was excessive. It is not be
Walsh,
to invest the fortiv-sjiFots
The
numbers,
States
United
government
niov-t'i- r
1.
El
Feb.
Ttx
After
ot
Paso,
writ bad; been granted by the
for failure to pay the tax imposed Dy lieved, however, that San Miguel,
-be- are
a- party
steaifeoffered
the
Is
wtt
The
among
to
Kuronean
frequently
senate
t
miie-.Wibingtoi 7
jMOii-00
Textein
'lit;
court of appeals. The writ
any of the other first class counties',
the city of Santa Fe.
til-' Northwestern
today passed th Works resolution for siup conferences which fix rales
was made returnable immea- railway tsouUi!$ est of
The, doctor had paid his state li- will be affected.
a singli'ix yef presidential term by tween Central Amerit-- a and European Juarez, General Sataaar's rebe'l
itiity will be the first ij enter Adrk,.;;- in
reached
No
army
has
been
iately and all concerned ad- agreement
cense and insisted that an attempt
on its Trails the Victor!
47 tofa. This was one vote ports and New York city, according is
vote
a
of
6rtK.?34pJCt
to
exthe
is
bonier and
returning
journed to the court of appeals
by the city to also collect a license the matter of salaries for the fifth more than tb!
ous
s.
of
the
allies.
to
tolu
who
tne
committee
flag
Schwerin,
necessary
where an argument upon it
pected to appear opposite Columbus,
on the same car was double taxation class counties of Taos, and Sandoval,
is
It
asserted
here that the Montethe
the
that
debate
Cutmins
.Senator
representing
government,
M.
opened
N.
On their way tne rebels burnwas begun. The writ acted as
and therefore illegal. The court up- and their representatives seem as far
and the Greeks have received
Panama
negrins
and
constithe
railroad
on
Works
the
Panama
the
today
proposed
ed
inflammah.'fr
a supersedeas and in the
every
ttics eleng
held him in tnis vieV. For some time apart as ever. This afternoon the tutional ameriment to
assurances that Hussia and France
limit a presi steamship line, sent q representative Eritisli-owjewas"
meantime Mr. Nelson
railway, trestles and
the city has been vigorously attempt- committee look up that portion of dent to a
will support their retention. of Scutari,
t&-3
in
six
conference
meetings
a,saual
term,
year
The
Mexican
sin.ep
syj
stationary equipment.
given his liberty.
e
the bill fixing the salaries of distrVt
ing to enforce its auto license
and
Janina if they succeed in capturwere
rates
fixed.
coffee
when
London
to
voters
to
the
amend
pofcing
perjit
Central railway remains open to ChiJudge J, M. Johnson of the
and only a few days, it is said, attorneys. Theuistrict attorneys,
them
ht!a
while the Bulgarians are
tne
ing
He
added
constitution
that
government
without
dNctly
previous
huahua City.
court of appeals, promptly
the city police, arrested the chauffeur the county officers, are far from sat
taking
force a rate agreement
to
endeavored
Adrianople.
King Nicholas of
acion
when
"a
congtss
substantial
of
m
arriYinsr
at
the
Jaurez
the
released
Cavalry
schedules.
writ and
granted
of the penitentiary autoiuobiiu. ,1'lns isfied with the proposed
on
one sid
the
&nrl
and
Montenegro,
the
his
between
line
the"
deianded
a
such
majority"
change
time of
Mr. Nelson upon his personal
erpected rebel attacB
chauffeur is a convict, undergoing a Several of them demand that provis- He
Crown Prince Constantino of Greece,
had
his
line
taat
but
endeclared
hat
with
th3
line,
no
move
to
made
exemption
the
have
pursue
ion be made for the payment of deprecognizance in bail of $100
sentence for murder.
of George Wishington
those presi declined to enter the agreement ou emy. Horsese and men are in iio con on the other, declare that they wilt
until next Wednesday, when
uties, while others want an allow
hil served two terms the ground mat it was in violation dition to make a march, while thb take the fortress by storm or los
the case will be gone into thor-ance for clerk nire ana stenographer. dents who
LIMPS INTO PORT.
t
law.
serv- of the Sherman
rebels are freshly mounted and well their lives in the attempt.
oughly.
The senate committee on education would have ben better had they
Mr.
sent
Melbourne, Australia, February 1 .
Schwerin
The
ed
one.
government
but
equipped.
was in session tnis morning and lisParis Hoards Its Gold.
Many weeks overdue and with tne
Senator Cuomins declared a presi- to force the Hawaiian line to mainfrom
statements
to
Superintentened
distress signal flying, the steamer
Feb. 1 Owing to apprehenParis,
cut
it
threatened
it
its
tain
vas
rates,
often "neglected"
H. Roberts, dent's work
TROPHIES ARE RETURNED.
sions of a possible war, gold, wticb
lumber laden from Astoria, dent White, Dr. Frank
Ikala,
with
line
lu
to
a
down
of
put
competing
and
because
atten"
1.
badly perormed,
William E.
Kansas City, Feb.
and other educators. Mr. White was
New York,
Feb. 1. A minature is now at 20 cents premium on poo
Oregon, to Melbourne, limped into
and tne government benind it. At presto present the petition of tion to effort for
Nelson, editor and owner of the Kanadvised
a bust of the king of has almost entirely disappeared fronx
and
with her cabin fixtures
ent the Hawaiian line is operating un- Viking ship
sas City Star, this afternoon was pro- port today,
form of a bill
of James Thorpe's circulation
in France.
Sweden,
under the boiler and the crew his department in the
trophies
The only
blazing
"I believe i president would do his der tariffs fixed by tne government
nounced guilty of contempt cf court all but starved. The oil
and was assured that his hills would
on the Olympic field, .went places in Pari3 wnere gold ttoin cans
approwess
burning
Panama
the
Steamship
It is duty more elldently if no intluences through
by Judge Joseph A. Guthrie, of Diviback to Stockholm today on the now he: obtniued are the Paris
failed early in the voyage receive careful consideration.
he said.
sion One of the Jackson county circuit paratus
is not favor- can affect hii" he said.
committee
the
said
that
American
and the steamer fought her way
liner, New York. They branches of American hanks. Tne
the
when
said
Mr.
that
Schwerin
t
"I think tin Sherman
law
court.
text
Hel- - French hanks refuse to hand over
were consigned to Christian
across the Pacific on her small coal ably disposed toward the free
his
was
line,
canal
opened,
Panama
will
more
be
administered
The citation for contempt followed
thoroughly
com- one
the
of
and fixtures to make steam. book measure and that the only and more
secretary
strom,
Olympic
railroad-ownesupply
would
piece to their consumhe
as a
line,
the publication in the Star of an arenrgetically applied to
of passage is in a form
at Stockho'm by James E. ers.
mittee
She averaged less than half speed chance it has
talKS
tue
of
From
out
trade.
forced
If
the president of the
ticle stating that tne payment of atin each persons alike
The hoarding of golu has bceu :r
SnllivHii.
and her stores gave out entirely be- which will make it optional
secretary of the Amateit
United State is made free from all with tho railroad men he believed
disnot
the
or
torneys' fees was given precedence fore she made
wuether
to
as
district
a
of
union.
few
three months. For two or
Athletic
progress
port.
Only
to
the
proas
were
indifferent
the influenct whieh these great in- they
over the payment of alimony In a dicrew were strong enough for duty trict desires to try the experiment.
three days recently, when peace in
railroad-owneships
visions
terests
exert."
barring
vorce suit recently tried in the elvoiit her
may
The house committee on railroads
tlie Italians swmed likely, a i w
when she arrived.
Senator
declared that with from the canal.
court.
this morning decided to make a favOF
6ISPL4Y
GREATEST
gold
pieces began to reappear in cira
cure
don't
snap
railroads
of
"The
the
chance
before a
Judga Guthrie's deeislo i ell-torable report on House Rill No. 1,
culation, hut those have once more,
said.
he
about
til)
It,"
"subtle
insidious
and
measfrom Attorney Walsh, far :hc
president
This
full crew hill.
the
NEVADA WILL HAVE
Water rates through tho canal, he
HOSIERY EVE!! SEEN vanished.
the statement that ho .jelievod
ure passed the House last year with Influences" if corporation interests
lower
will
was
nominally
be
but
counterlalanced
the
influence
in
added,
.'lad
been
by
it
advance of
prepared
only four votes against it. RepresenHungary Increases Army.
CHEAPER TICKETS tatives of the railroad employes' or- of the publicdemiuid that law bo en- than the transcontinental iailroa.1
the hearing. The court admitted
1
St. Petersburg, Feb.
ttun-were
BE
effort
what
matter
no
WITNESSTD
EXPECTED
TO
rates
IS
was
as "easily
this, saying thut it
ders now here find reason to hone forced,
j continues
ilie
active
u.io'
WHEN MICE ARE RELEASED
Senator Cimniiiis insisted the pres- made to regulate them.
prepare! then as any time, inc3 the
that it may go through both houses
f
supplementary reservK' in i
Mr. Schwerin said:
AT SUFFRAGETTE PARADE
ident shoull bo taken out of the
court had the facts in its breast." FARE ON THE RAILROADS IS CUT and become a law at this session.
tier districts bordering in ki.
railroads
A.
CENTS1
the
to
"If
wanted
THREE
"maelstrom
)f
you
rip
TO
iact
the
Mr.
politics."
Walsh's
DOWN
Insistence,
Upon
The senate this afternoon passed
I
1.
"He ought not to travel from one up the back, tne canal should have
Scanvperiv.? Servia, according to a dt,"(
MILE BY COMMISSION
Washington, Feb.
that the decision was prepared in adthe resolution ratifying the income
A force of 2 "),' i
Prague,
all
to
col
foreign
ou
are
counted
of
been
free
to
other"
left
vessels,
rata
end
and
tho
by
the
vance was put into the record.
mice
oitntry
tax amendment, to the constitution tf
troops
into lego students to stampede the suffaJ-- ! I!u!1'!'i
The decision followed argument by
Reno, Nev., Feb. 1. The railroad tlm United Slates. The resolution said, "appealng to the people in the or American. Turn all the h'ls
trated ln Bosnia.
tno
time
3.
a
as
a
short
in
same
an
the
March
In
candidate
for
and
Tho
unusual
ettC8'
opinion was
any
way
canal,
parade
Attorney Walsh that a finding commission in Nevada,
passed by a vote of. 19 to 1, SenOi
d,,,,,,, u(j for rodents
explained to-against Mr. Nelson would bo not only and order written by Commissioner ator Pae of McKlnley e.ounly alone other office The duties of the pres- railroads would go into the hands
the PrBt'nt day when the plot has spread througk
ol'fbe are sufficient to con- receivers.
undsr
ident's
But
a reflection upon the dignity of the ShaiiRliiiosay, has ordered that on or
Hartt
WRECK IN ENGLAND.
and
Minora
voling no. Senators
court, but an act based upon theories before February 25, the Southern Pa- were present, but did not vote, being sume all hB time and strength and system any difference In the rate virtually every institution of learning
Quornst.-.iid- ,
3
Cairns,
consumer, for e ln tJl0 caPjtai Waa learned. The
of "Blacksone's" time wheii any per- cific company within Nevada shall re- tnh(vi ivHii Si.nntnvK Maliry and Ttarth. are important enough to merit all of will ont benefit
l ukd and
vesa
people
i
u,
jhj
he absorbed by the jobber."
son could be cited at any time upon duce the present local one way paslogians intend, it had developed, to fatally i'jur'd to i
wi, n t s
reported!"18 auouuu. uu uvuuuu.
The Imliclary committee
n
last
in
the
Mormonl
Utah
of
their
forces
the
any charge of contempt of the king's senger fares between all points on
post
length
bound Brisbane express rnt i ) t i
along
unfavorably on the bill to establish
ministers and thrown Into prison."
its standard gauge main and branch traveling libraries, tho bill abolishing
"
Pennsylvania avenue and at a pre ar- vnci. ka"i of a f : ' i t
r
ate debate ay Senator Poindexter,
PENSION AGENCIES CLOSED
Only three witnesses testifeid. Re- lines from 4 to 5 ents a mile to 3
,
a
ranged signal dash lato the marchlns ; ia v t o I '
. i
capital punishment and the house bill who declare President Taft had carA
Dr.
line
with handbags or parcels contain- and last reports ebH
Feb.
peated objections by Attorney Yates, cents a mile.
Washington,
on
the
and placing restriction
defining
ried Utah oily because the head of Thompson, a lonar time employe of tha ing the mice, shaking them out Into
friend of the court, sustained by the
Chairman Bartine dissents from the lumber business
la wero woi'an - t f
the church liU Issued a proclamation pension bureau, took the oath of office the street. They expect the greatest Many vera
court, resulted In these being dis- majority opinion on the ground that
- Ui i i . v
missed by the 'efense shortly after while entirely favorable to a reduction
commandingjroembers of the church tmlay a8 disbursing officer, the pen display of hosiery and lingerie ever steam.
to vote for ,at.
'
sion agencies that existed for years seen.
being called. Most of the hearing was to three cents a mile on the main line,
RYAN BOND APPROVED
Th eat?
mt, true?" he demanded of
"Is
bond
that
3.70,000
1.
given over to impassioned arguments he is opised to any reduction in fares
The
out.
all
j
Feb.
"niien
was
Hereafter
the a'.l Zjt 1
uncovered
the
pensions
passed
Chicago,
plot
for the freedom of the press by Mr. on the branch lines, for the reason of Frank M." Ryan, president of 'he Senator, Smtbt,
sent vt veterans win ue torwarucu suuragist leaders were disnmyea.
men were
it is not," returned Mr. from Washington by check. Eighteen) "It's
"No,
waj.'ih and atron
denunciation of that, if treated separately and not in- - International Iron Workers' union,
just perfectly horn',!," said alU-- f.me mendacity or tne press from At- - eluded as a part of the entire system, was approved today by Judge Hake: Smoot.
"president Smith tnade agencies are aWashed, under the con-- j Hondo suffradst at calkmal
1 r
favored 'Mr. Boltdation
tornpy Yates.
and their clerical ters today, Rhud.lerln at the prospect, Un
as contemplated in the niajorlly opin- - sitting in the United Slates circu.t speeches ai't Mmae-ibut he inmifA no forces have
Attorney Yates, nrfoilng that the m. thfi l.iiiH'uh'S'5 of tho brunch lino is! court. Iivim's stntoiicfl vi tto i.jd.i- Tuft's
on rtaUi:,hc-here. "Of courso, I'm not fr! .JjIch'.-I.
hull i
iin rial $"i fine Mould hn no punish-liM'rt- ! rmt KufHeloni to warrant a roihii Hon ' mite
was seven official
whanor on The n form w;i, pmvMcd fr r in lb r; lucre cro m :.!, Cu:h
wif o
oonp.pinicy
:!. ;'; - '
fur Mr.
,i .i l. .(
thiit n: tlii- - f;iii'K ilirivort
!:,
v
' it
!0":m-- ' hr!..n
.;o;.-,.:.t ,,,,,,,-- f,
Imprisonment.
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0

ii practically "hrswn away. However, the general belief tnat war with
Mexico in the near tuture is among
the possibilities, and that the present
: a n u :
incumbent in the adjutant general's
TO
office is a solJitr or experience, will
probably save that office from the
jaws of the watchdog of the treasury.
According to figures compiled tor
use of the finance committe, the asCHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
sessed value of the property in tne
.INCEPTION Adrian
HabeyTOIle.
IN
ARE THAT MANY state is something over seventy mil- WOULD BE GLAD TO ASSIST
INDICATIONS
Jailor.
BUILDING ROAD ACROSS
lions of dollars which may be reduced
VALUABLE LAWS WILL BE
First uiHet at 7 a. m.; second matt
millions when varloub
to sixty-eigh- t
THE STATE
PASSED AT SANTA FE.
ii Id . m. Sunday school in English
courts have
increases attacked in
iud Spanish at 3 p. io, in opanish at
'
Hioswefl, N. M., Fc. 1. Pleed . ..sO p. m. Roiary aad benediction
Santa Fe. N. M., Feb. 1. The close been adjusted. The constitution provides that the bonded debt of the with road conditioLs
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all
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Choir Loft

HIGHWAY
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De-In-g

office-holder-

BEER

at the

years' incarceration

'Mattea-- i

wan hospital for the crimnal insane,:
to which institution he was sentenced:
after the second jury hich tried him
for the murder of Stanford White
found him insane. To all appearances
Thaw la in much better condition.
physically and mentally, than he was
during the first year or two of his;
confinement in Matteawan. He seems!
to take a philosophical view of his
situation and appears to be much more
contented than at first Much of his
time is spent in reading or in con-

versation with the prison attendants
and the few inmates with whom he
has struck, up an intimacy. Recently
the monotony of his days has been
considerably relieved by a magnificent phonograph presented to him bj
his mother. So far as is known there
is no plan in contemplation for tii
near future to gain Thaw's freedom
by habeas corpus proceedings.

CAUSE

FIRE

Opera Hoise
Special Engagement of the Host Popular Romantic Play on the American Stage

The United Play Co. (Inc.)
PRESENT GRACL HAYWARD'S

.
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mmmiit,

Heart Leading Story of Love
In
a Whirlwind of Surprising
and Adventure
Scenes.
A Blood Bubblinx

the New Jersey Conference of Charities and Correction,
which will begin a three days' session
here tomorow. Among the officers
and prominent members of the conWoodrow
ference are President-elec-t
J. Franklin Fort
Wilson,
Franklin Murphy and BiMcFaul
and Lines.
shops
nual meeting of

Do you know

4

lili

TO DISCUSS SOCIAL REFORMS
Plainfield, N. J Feb. 1. Many prob.
Iems of socfal reform are to be discussed by eminent experts at the an-

Notable Cast Including Miss Luiszita Valentine
and nr. Lawrence Evart
Production Complete to the Hinutest Detail

PRICES
Seats

-

SOc-Sl.00-Sl.-

50

Ready Tuesday, Feb. 4 at Murphey's Drug Store

that more real danger

lurks in a common cold than in any
other of the minor ailments? The
safe way is to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
preparation, and rid yourself of the
cold as quickly
as possible. This
remedy is for sale by all dealers.

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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Las Vegas Servings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00

j

Offic; with the San Miguel National Bank
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Interest Pevid on Deposits

IT PMY8
Because the advertiser has done something Jo inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod

uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.He can be trusted because his very business existence is at ttake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
-

The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality. ;
Yon are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

J
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Dr. Hartman Says:

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
The method of
making appointments to civil service
positions in England is now being
investigated, largely Decause of th
, simple
frankness of a certain appliance nurse. He told the board of
s
plying for the position of
he considered himself fully
guardians he Considered himself fully
qualified for the post, as he had "two
uncles and one cousin on the board."
A royal commission nas been appointed to inquire into the entire situation of civil service appointments,
and the association of clerks has pre-- '
presented methods. It is aheged that
caste and patronage are taken into
consideration, particularly in the appointment of officials of the labor
exchanges, wno are chosen not because of their qualifications, but be
cause of their ab'lity o bring personal influence to bear. Most of the
best positions went to ons or relatives of politicians or officials, thus
supporting the suggestion that the
best places are kept for a certain
A repreclass of the community.
sentative of the association asked
directly by the chairman of the commission, Lord Macdonnell, whether
he thought there was any ground tor
the sugestion that neads of departments were plainly biased In favor
of a certain social class, replied: "I
should say so. I think it is unquestionably a preference for, the class
of man who is recruited in the main,
as we have seen, from Oxford and
Cambridge."
London,

Feb.

1.

ambul-guardian-

Writ

From the Tjnlter Statesa alone
theie came over 114,000,000, of which
?5,000,000
was for Ireland. Canada
sent $11,500,000, Australia $2,500,000,
India $1,700,000, New Zealand $1,200,-000- ,
South Africa $4,000,000 and ofher
places about $1,500,000.
There
buried in India every
year a sum of gold equal to the
taken yearly from the mints
of South Africa. The African miners
extract this treasure from the
grip
of the earth to put it in
circulation;
the natives of India seize it with avidity, hoard it and hide it, save it
and lay it away. They guard it for
the future and effectively remove it
from circulation. Thus is the work
of the South African miner
largely
nullified.
These facts are derived from statistics issued lately by a firm of Indian bankers, andj the amount of
wealth in gold, jewels ana precious
stones stored away and buried in
India today s practically Incalculable.
Gold is also put to some queer uses
in India. In fome parts of the country thin gold leaves are taken by the
people for medicinal purposes, and
thousands of dollars worth is consumed in regilding the domes of religious
buildings. A
demand having
recently been noticed for sovereigns
with a shield on the obverse side, nn
inquiry was made and it was found
that a certain rajah had importel
them to form a center to each tiny
pane in the windows of his palace.

to.Peruna Testimonials

If Yo

list has been maintained. Incidental
to the discussion of some bill a dep
uty charged that the army, dring
the campaign against Orozco, had
been augumented by 2,000 prisoners
taken from Belem, the big city pris
on, before the charges against them
had been determined by the courts
The deputy, who was the Atorney
General at the time, was called upon
to corroborate this statement and did
so, explaining that the president, in
a cabinet meeting, had determined
to commute the sentences of these
men. This course was regarded as
;nce9ary,i since, notwithstanding
the high pay offered soldiers, no men
could be found to enlist. The incident resulted1 in a storm of protests
and threats of impeachment of the
president
That prisoners are forced into the
army every week is no secret and
never denied, but this was the first
time congress had taken official cognizance of the fact.

Want to Know the Truth.
The following: letter was received by
Dr. Hartman through his regular correspondence:
"I notice the testimonial of Mrs.
Alice Bogle, which you give In your
last article. If I should write her do
you suppose she would give me further
I have heard It said
particulars?
many times that such testimonials are
fakes; that they are either absolutely
fictitious or else the people have been
hired to write them. I have been Inclined to write you a great many times
but these stories about patent medi- tinp advertisements have discouraged
me from- - doing so. I am afflicted with
catarrh and should like very much i
find a remedy such as your article describes."
To the above letter Dr. Hartman
made the following reply:
I do not wonder
4 My dear Madam:
that you are confused and have lost
all faith in advertised remedies.
There has been so much said against
them, so much controversy concerning them, I am not surprised that
some people have lost confidence In
them.
I wish you would write Mrs. Bogle,
Almost on a par witn the stateas one woman to another. I wish you
would ask her whether she has been ment of deputy Luis Cabrera, that
hired to write such a testimonial, Mexico faced1 civil war for at least
whether her testimonial represents the three years to come, were declara- truth.
I hope yotl will remember that she Is) tions maJe h? a number of deputies
a housewife, like yourself, that she has recently as to the extent of the revo
something to do besides write letters. lution now in progress. One deputy,
that she Is a woman of moderate
means and cannot afford to write these speaking on the measure to authorize
I spcial elections in states where at
letters and pay her own postage.
hope you will enclose stamp so she can the regular time tney could not be
answer you without loss to herself.
Mrs. Bogle Is a very estimable lady held on account of the disturbed conand no doubt you will both profit by ditions, declared that the conditions
being acquainted with each other.
now were worse, and that In Durango
Should you conclude to try Peruna
were in absolute control,
for your catarrh I would be very glad the rebels
to hear of the result I fan assure you almost to the gates of the state capithat no use will be made of your let- tal. He cited, other places and conter, except by your written consent. ditions, which, he
declared, were
Mrs. Bogle very kindly consented to
were
His
bad.
statements
equally
have me use her letter, which is my
reason for doing so, and you will be supported.
treated exactly as she has been.
People recover from chronic catarrh
The management of the National
who take Peruna. There is no doubt
about that. Some surprising recoveries Railways, after settling the machinare reported almost dally. I have thou- ists' strike by granting the men a
sands of them in my files.
PERUNA
IS FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG STORES. ten percent increase, in wages, has
SPECIAL NOTICK
to face
Many
are making Inquiries for thepersons been brought within a week
Peruna. To such would say. the demands of the telegraphers, who
this rormula is now put out under the also demand a revision of their wage
name of
manufactured
by
Company, Columbus,
Ohio.
Write them and they will b scale and shorter hours.
pleased to send you a free booklet.
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The shares of this Company will be advanced on February J7th to 30 cents
On that day we will complete our.BIRST YEAR of active business.
During the eleven months past, we have increased from a small Company
shareholders, to the numerical importnumbering TWENTY-TWance of some FIVE THOUSAND active investors.
Likewise, our suscribed capital has increased from $30,000 to well over
cash capital to over $250,000, with $400,000
$650,000, and our paid-i- n
more coming in at a monthly rate of $20,000 to $30,000.
In properties purchased, we own twenty-fou- r
different pieces, including
subdivisions in Los Angeles and San Diego, and over ,7000 acres
in the
Coachella Valley, that we are now developing.
Our building and other branches of the business have made very creditable
showings for a new Company, and we have the reputation of constructing the best bungalows, of their class, in Southern California.
Our shares are on a dividend basis, paying 10 per cent on par (20 cents),
netting 7)4 per cent at the present price of 27
cents. We
within a reasonable time to gradually increase to 20 per cent aexpect
year.
$1.25 monthly pays for 100 shares. Take more or
pay cash, if you wish.
Fill out and mail coupon for "THE WHISPER" and "TEN MONTHS
RECORD." BEGIN RIGHT NOW, BEFORE THE ADVANCE.
O

Washington, D. C, Feb. 1. Senator
Knute Nelson of Minnesota, one of
the most picturesque, figures in the
United States senate and likewise
one of the most influential of the re
publican members of that body, will
celebrate his seventieth birthday to
morrow.
Senator Nelson, whose
present term will expire next month,
has jUBt been
by the Minnesota legislature for another term
of six years. In the next congress he
will rank among the veterans of the
senate in point of Bervice as well as
Kjf
k Ji Si,
age. Of the entire membership of
Table of Monthly Payments for 22 Months
0ut and MaiI
the senate as it will be constituted
1.25 Monthly buys
tne xum Edition
100 gharea, total cost $ 27.50
2.50 Monthly buys
200 shares, total cost
55X)0
after March 4, only two members,
Send mm (without charge)
3.75 Monthly buys
300 shares, total cost
82.50 Ten
Month Reco-dand
6.00 Monthly buys
4O0 shares, total cost
110.00
Lodge of Massachusetts and Perkins
r. rt.,
6.25 Monthly buys
centuries
500 shares, total cost
17 Fin
of California, will have seen longer
12.50 Monthly buys 1,000 shares, total cost
275!6o
firm
tuition).
18.75 Monthly buys 1,500 shares, total cost
41250 Name
service in the upper house than the
25.00 Monthly buys 2.000
550.00 Street
shares, total cost
31.25 Monthly buys 2.500 shares,
total cost
senior senator from Minnesota. Both
- o.ou ivtontniy buys 5,000 shares, total cost
125.00 Monthly buys 10,000
Senators Lodge and Perkins came,
shares, total cost 2750.00
to the senate in 1893, two years
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA HOME BUILDERS
Senator Nelson made his apOperating In Los Angeles and San Diego.
pearance.
Los Angeles Offices, 410 West Sixth Street
The career of Senator Nelson is of Ground Floor. Consolidated Realty Bldg.
Sunset Main 8444; Home 60089
much more than ordinary interest,
and in several respects unique. The
story of his life has many of the
$100 REWARD $100
salient features of a romance, In publican and usually votes with the
of his party in the senate,
The readers of this paper will be
majority
the
unusual.
and
cluding
picturesque
he has shown great independence at pleased to learn that there is at least
Coal miners in the federate! area
Born on a little farm near the city
one dreaded disease that science has
of England and Wales have been .givThe first of England's monster
of Bergen, in the southwestern part times, especially on the tariff ques- been able to cure in all its stages,
As a member of the lower and
tion.
en a further increase in wages of submarines, the E4, has just been
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
of Norway,
he accompanied his
five per cent eifectlve in January. commissioned. Tne new vessel is a
widowed
mother to America when house he voted for the Mills demo- Cure la the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. CaThis in addition to the five per cent remarkable advance upon her pre
six years old. The family was prac-- cratic tariff bill. Two years ago he tarrh
being a constitutional disease, rePayne-Aldricvoted
the
against
bill,
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Tor
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measure.
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brings the wages of all the men in four times the displacement of the
of the future senator was one of
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
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session
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the remembrance of these
edly It
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later he opposed the. conference re- by destroying the foundation of the
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ers. This last advance was granted submerged. Th.e surface tonnage is
work. The proprietors have so much,
whose pardon he was Instrumental In
During his long career in public faith in Its curative powers that they
by the unanimous vote of the coal 700. Two more vessels of the same men, in addition to those numerous Reports of 30,000 Cases of Kidney securing and whom he has taken to
life Mr. Nel3on has devoted his at- offer One Hundred Dollars for any
Trouble, Some of Them East
concllatlon board, composed of mine class are completing and work has bands which have been
Minnesota to begin life anew.
raiding the
Las Vegas Cases
tention to a variety of questions and case that it falls to cure. Send for
owners and representatives of the ben commenced on the "F" class length and breadth of the states of
Chicago was Senator Nelson's first
list of testimonials.
he has made his mark on the statute
miners' union. It adds upward of which will have a speed of 20 knots Mexico, Guerro, parts of Puehla, Oax
Address P. J. CHENEY & CO., To
home in America.' Here he aided In
Each of some 6,000 newspapers of
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ruches of the chiffon band the scarf
from end ' to. end and the stitches
which hold these ruchings in place,
also hold the lining firm.
Colored china buttons much used
to give the necessary dash of colof
are often sewed on with black or od
ored thread, to produce a three-toneeffect" For example, on a blouse
made of white crepe, embroidered in
black and red, black and red buttons
would be sewed with red thread or
red and white buttons would be sewed
on with black thread.
Metal In the form of beads, gold and
silver embroidery, cloth of gold and
silver and metallic lace is much used.
Siik voile in bordered effect is showii
with a mosaic border of flowers with
a metal tracery. A new white
material has a wonderful
band of roses, in deep rich reds, in a
tapestry weave with metal 'broaching
in gold and silver threads above and
below the roses. The theater caps
rjade of gold or silver tissue, meshes
voven of gold or silver threads and
strings of beads are so heavy with
gold and silver lace and beads of various sorts that they just escape being
burdensome.
Colored cotton tassels are much us
ed on lingerie blouses and dresses.
They appear at wrist or below cuffs,
on the points and corners of flat and
turned down collars and wherever
there is a chance to fasten one iu
to' introduce a bit of color.
Fancy braid?r:g is much wjrn for
reparate waist?, and there ar? very
beautiful tinsel braids that are used
for trim-n'lj.- g
fo.- collar and cuffs,
wais's with littls Ltadj roken
in rr'.uiy fashion. One n ;s jn-- iim-of tinsel, but a littu- is
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New York, February 1. It cannot
escape the notice even of thek most
casual observer that Oriental color
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done
tion.
room
5,000
accommodating
waiting
Is utilized for the
Ticket offices, baggage of- ton. The border
persons.
AT fices, parcel rooms, information bureau edge of the skirt and for collars, cuffs
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
on the waist.
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
and entrances and exits are so ar- and other touches
material is harnew
wash
PAID FOR
Another
ranged as to facilitate the movements
cotton fabric
woven
a
plaited
monica,
of passengers and avoid confusion.
Advertisers are guaranteed the There are no stairways in the sta- made either plain or with a small
The plaits are
$argt daily and weekly circulation tion. All ihe approaches to the vari- embroidered design.
et my newspaper in northern New ous levels are by means of ramps very fine and the material has, thereMexico.
fore, a crepelike surface.
or Inclined ways.
Brocaded cotton velours is a washnew
in
har
the
terminal,
Outwardly
material which makes the lingeable
mony, with tbjp requirements and deTELEPHONES
more gorgeous than ever.
rie
dress
resemble
of
not
mands
the times, does
H SIN ESS OFFICE
Main 2
beautiful
of
It
is
velvety texture and
the ordinary railroad station. The
Malo
NEWS RBPARTMBNT
to
launder
Is
satisfactorily. A
said
i
central par of the facade is in the
velvet-stripecotton
crepe, the crepe
SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 1, 1913. form of a triumphal arch 'and at once
in color, is
velvet
the
stripe
white,
attract utteataon.. (Over and about the
Is made
velvet
the
steel frame tera cotta. marble and another novelty, for
wonderful
in
cotton
mercerized
of
light stone complete the structure.
of silk velvet.
Approaching the, front entrance from
Y. M. C. A.'S WEEKLY
One of the most interesting of tho
a
is
avenue
Park
.viaduct occupying
SERMONETTE
new materials is "chat mouille," or
the middle of the thoroughfare and
wet
oat Tui a light weight silk plush
street
extending from Forty-secon- d
(Changed Every Saturday)
eno. ;h for summer evening
to Fortieth, but high above the street light
i. Is made in changeable colwraps,
level proper. This elevated street exbeauty one especially ineach side of the terminal ors of gveat
-Sat., 2G. MAKES OUR BUSINESS tends around
being of golden
nijibination
teresting
LOOK BIGGER.
I cara not what building, ori the Depew avenue side brown and a dull, soft blue. Its rathon
your occupation is, whether it Is sav- to the east and Vanderbilt avenue
doubtless sugthe west, continu.ing.to the north and er sleek appearance
or
souls
a
half
if
shoes;,
soling
ing
name. Lined with chiffon,
its
gested
man looks heavenward as he ham- of the building.. ,
it makes an ideal evening wrap for
mers away at it, a sacred significance
wear during the warm summer season.
is added to the industry. Start any
Onduline, another fabric, which bids
enterprise, however colossfi, and if
to find favor for spring wear, is
fair
you never look away from It toward WILL
a soft satin whose undulated stuface
heaven, It will tontract until it looks
suggests the silk reps of which it if
contemptible, even in your cwn eyes
an
outgrowth.
it will dwarf until you fairly despise
The coming season is to be one full
it. A fellow nailing hoops on a bar
of color. Almost all of the new lenrel exclaimed with joy: "I am preach
snow
loue.nblouses
gerie frocks and
ing the Gospel in Africa." He had
es of some vivid green, red, yellow
lifted his eyes and. seen a portion of
or blue or a combination of several
his pay going towara tne proclamaof
these cows. Lingerie dresses iiave
tion of the gospel la the heart of
or revers of brightly co'ored
c.ffs
UP
AMENTS
PILE
CONTINUE TO
heathendom.Wi:at he had was not
of oolor and colored but
"
pipings
bowl-'in
"the
a "job" but a joyful
elks
points
aro re
and
Blouses
tons.
the coming of the kingdom. Would
ingt6urnament
of
color
somewhere,
touch
b
lieved
ya
size
you keep from shrinking to the
evening dves'-- ;ir:' iiinost lnvari i.'ly
of a pigmy?
Standing fytn e Teams
"A
LOSSt:
Team:
Oil
Pet bright in blue, and even coat suits are
1.000
hardly complete without a gay colored
.
Anient
SENTENCED.
VEGAS BOY
.....Z ,0
.750 scarf, vest or tie of some sort,
1.
L.
, 3
Albuquerque; N. M., Feb. 1. Hor-aci- AicWenle
(
de.500
2
of
son
.
, A trimming which answers the
.
.
O. de Buca, runaway
Witten
ji ,.2
.333 sire both for metallic luster and for
1
Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca, E. Hoke ........
.333 oriental
richness is oriental mir- yesterday was sentenced to six Kelly.,.,,
,tu.l1
'ror
.333
school
reform
in
embroidery, which once before
months
the Springer
Losey
.250 enjoyed a reign of fashion in the wesi.
,". , . , . . .1
by Dictrlct Judge. Kaynolds, who later Trumbull .
This embroidery is formed of small,
The
boy's
suspended sentence.
sugfather requested that he be sent to
The Anient bowling team retained shining, colored bits of metal,
the reform scnoot because he was its lead in the Elks' tournament last gesting mlrros In their brightness.
are fastened on. surounded with
too busy while the legislature was in
evening by defeating the Hoke team They
small
glass beads, in a color harmonisession to attend to him.
Sevin their game on the Elks' alleys.
ous
with
the color of the dress on
The boy was held in the county eral of the leading: bowyers fell down
'
the
for
nis
which
trimming is used and give
his
until
father
Jail
arranged
and bowled htslow their averaged.
care. He has been in jail sluce Sta- However, the total pinfall of both a bright and attractive effect.
Lace, stiffly fluted, as the peasants
tion Master A. J. McKew detained teams was fair. Hoke was high man,
the
of
of
estor
Norway flute the lace on their caps,
Lujan,
the
spa
a 'total jOt;. 5l pins for
liinjnind
lining
ust
found on some of the new lingerie
after
commissioriV,
Klsfftiit laud
three strings. Duncan was second i!
thev had sotteu oit a Santa Fo hlsrh, man with a total of 474 pins. louses. Narrow lace flutlngs are also
mdrRl initfit used to ton black, silk and satin col
freight "train in tne yaTds.here a' Following itfo Yhe
of Robcspiere and Ellmhtfhani
week ago.
(mm TTenrlnuez. 444 nins; O. M. lars
frills of
Young de Baca appeared Thurs- Ward, 384!pini; :i)uncatt, ; H74 pins; (U'iiigns. .Narrow
witthem
or
mull
as
a
court
hemstitched
batiste,
day in Justice Craig's
Wertus. 310 pins; Anient, 4(o pins; to
ness against two men whom he said tal 2.107 pins, lloke team -- Conway, selves suggestive of flutlngs, are used
took, money trom hlm'Tand LJan snb&tltutjng .for Farley, 405 pins; Lu- to edge the box plait of front closing
while they were "beating their way jan, Ssrpiiifc fiaily, 33 pm; K. F. nainsook or batiste waists.
Rhinestones are in great demand
here. The men wore dismissed.
Johnson,' 306' pins; E. Hoke, 501 pins,
uiiiUt
last
this
Lewis
year. Not only do they appear In
Dick
Undevsherift
total 1."iS pins.
the heels of slippers, in garters and
received a telephone message from
as trimming for bathing capn, but they
lieutenant Governor de Baca, wha
are Rf d as the centers of flowers in
asked him to take his son to th
SWIFT IS GROWING
Amado
heav.ly embroidered white a tonkin gs.
home of his grandfather,
ave much used, too, in vnihina-tioCom
1.
and
Feb.'
Tbcy
Swift
do Baca, who lives at Barelas.
Chicago,
with black silk velvet itbVii, for
i.mv announce todav tho purchase of
OIL 13 STATIONARY
four coutral states poultry end pro various li'tle bows and ties and o'her
'
Feb- - 1. Despite duce companies.
Pa--.
The concerns taken neck fixings.
lllWtargh,
t oil men, Pennsylvania over are'thelClarlnda Poultry, Butter A charming shoulder fcarf is made
prediction
r
lace, showing a small
'we
at
and Egg company, with offices at and of an
f.nula did not
rose
Silver
and Creston,
design on a net mesh.
for the market, ftfler a daily advance farms at Clarlnda,
Iowa and Lincoln, Neb.; the Central thread Is used to outline a fine, TunThe
close, 52.4.0. Michigan Produce company of Alma, ing design between ihe roHes.
i,t
:,t i,u!tortti had no explana-''-- ' Ittch. ; Iowa Cold Storage 'company of scarf Is lined with white chiffon, and
ruche of
U'e "udd'Tj arrifct In CTiuton. Iowa: S. P. Ton company of Is bordered with a
,1, l.i
tii o chiffon. Three or four length wisa
OU'.;i";, 2citu
M.
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good.

The shorter the sleeves of separate
waists,, the more trimmed they are,
as a rule. It is only the long sleeves
that are plainly tailored. The little
puffy undersleeve of fine lace is worn
under the full elbow sleeve.
The newest blouse suits for girls
have the belts two or three inches
below the waist line. To very slender,
tall girls they are most becoming.
Leather ornaments for the girdles
of gowns are printed in Bulgarian designs and colorings, and have silver
ball buttons to" finish them.
-
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5 AN ENTERTAINING LECTURE o

MILLETT.

"tia," said Bella, "I'll not go with
you on a lake boat this year. I have
too vivid a recollection of my last
lake trip. Mrs. Clark invited me to
go to Escanaba with her and Fay on
a freight boat. I was delighted. Fay
hid been on the trip before and she

reported that she had the time ot
her life.
"The trip to Escanaba was a dream.
The captain and sailors could not do
enough for us. It was moonlight and
the lake looked beautiful. I felt as
if I was on a private yacht It was
perfect till we started back.
"At Escanaba they loaded the boat
with tons of Iron ore. The vessel sank
deeper and deeper into the water, until it began to look like a submarine.
Then when we started for Chicago we
were towing a barge loaded with
more tons and tons of ore.
"We had been on our way a day,
when I saw that the sky looked like
lead, with ugly yellow streaks across
it. I said to Mrs. Clark, 'I think we
shall have a storm.'
"You know how optimistic she is!
With that sky above us, she gayly
remarked, 'Oh, do you think so?'
"It was not long befort the storm
broke. The wind came suddenly and
the rain came down like an overturned
sea. We hurried into the protection
of the cabin and watched the storm.
"It was awful the way the boat
creaked. I will say nothing about
the way it rocked. The rope which
pulled the barge broke like a thread.
In a few minutes it seemed miles

ON ALASKA ESKIM6

Rev. Fraricis Barnum S. J.
A MUaionary Ir, Alaska For
Year
Eight

Duncan's Opera House
8 P. M. SUNDAY FEBRUARY 2nd., 1913
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TICKETS

ropes.
"I said to Mrs. Clark, 'He Is going
to lower the lifeboat and you must
know what that.means.'
"She did not answer me, but pushed
the screen door open and rushed up
to the man, pulled his sleeve and
asked, 'Are you going to lower the
lifeboat?' He paid no attention to
her.
"She came back, threw herself into
a seat and sobbed. 'I shall never see
my husband again.'
"Tables and chairs were sliding
about. In despair I dropped upon the
floor. Oh, why did I ever come!
Tons of iron below me! I could see
the boat go down into the lake like
a cannon ball.
" 'I know when I strike the water,'
I cried 'I'll go straight to the1 bottom.'
"Fay answered, despairingly, 'We
all will. There'll be no other place

BAIN WAGON
liX

lifeboat,' shrieked Fay.
"The captain came in at that minute. 'He was sent to fasten it more
90.
said the captain.
Corn, May 52; ,luly 53; Septem- securely,'
"'Then why couldn't he say bo?
ber 54.
cried Mrs. Clark.
Oats, May 34; July 34; September
"I never could tell you how those
34.
men laughed. We began to pull at
those life preservers. When mine
Pork, May $19.07: July $19.05.
came off I looked as If I had been
Lard, $10.17; July $10.20.
rolled in insect powder. It was a
Ribs, May $10.17; July $10.15.
comfort to see the other two look as
if they had just escaped from aa
EXCHANGE
NEW YORK STOCK
.. r
i asylum,
New TorH, Feb.' l.The slock' mar" 'My pufTs - are gone! cried
Pay,
ket closed irregular, i Weakness iu feeling her . flattened head.
'They
odmisand
I'
influential
stocks
were
brand
several
jnew
"'lt,won't matter,' said Mrs. Clatk.
slons by trade authorities that there
'Brown puffs do not match yellow
waB a more perceptible slowing up in
''"'
hair.'
de
an
caused
early
business,
general
"'Insect powder in my hair?'
cline In the stock market
screamed Fay. 'It's all that man's
Resumption of pool operations in fault!'
'"Did you really think you were
minor specialties and short covering
down?' asked the
of the coalers and western railroad going
" 'Did we think we captain.
were going
stocks ultimately turned the course of down!' we
cried in chorus.
prices upward,.
"He looked at the general disorder
The general list, however, did llttlw
upturned tables, stripped chairs life
more than make up Its lost ground and preservers and contents of closet's on
at the close showed some irregularity. the floor and our disheveled appearance. Then he turned to the steward
Bonds were irregular.
and
said, with a wink. It's the worst
follows:
The closing sales were as
storm we've had In thirty years!'"
73
Amalgamated Copper
in-sa-

'

101
C5

...110

Justice for the Rooster.
government bulletin on the egret
asserts that the barnyard rooster lur
nishes a great many fancy feathers
that pass for "aigrettes." "Enormous
quantities of fancy feathers," says the
report, "are used by American milliners, but many that go for aigrettes
are rooster tails."
A
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KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, February 1. Cattle, receipts 400, including 100 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $7 8. 75;
southern steers $5.757.55; southern
cows and heifers $3.756.25; native
cows and heifers $47.50; stockers
and feeders $5.757.40; bulls $56;
calves $6.509..75; western steem

The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 93; July 91;

107

?!

THE OLD RELIABLE

"Like a flash all the mean tnings
I had ever done rushed through my
mind. I never knew before that crisis
on the lake that there were so many
of them.
"Suddenly Fay jumped up. 'I am
going to put on a life preserver,' she

it

119

u
o

TO ANY PART CF THE HOUSE

MUSIC BY LOCAL TALENT

to go!!

3434.

.105

FIFTY CENTS

"Presently I saw a sailor make his
way to the lifeboat. I watched him
anxiously. He was working at the

YV

103

.

FOR. THE' BENEFIT OF THE
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS' SCHOOL

1.

.117

KLQNDYKE COLD FIELDS

BY

BOAD

Sugar
Atchison ...
Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Tnion Pacific
rtdted States Steel
V'fdU-States Steel, pjd

tlFE and

away.

exclaimed.
F TRADE
'.'There was none in sight. We beCommission house
gan to hunt frantically." The boat
clearing eased wheat today after a
us' in every direction.
brief display of strength. The firm- pitched
"We looked on the ceiling, on the
ness at the outset resulted from con- walls and even tore the cushions from
tinued cold weather. Bears found en- the chaira. There was no sign of life
couragement on the other hand in the preservers. Where could those men
put them? At last Mrs. Clark
comparative indifference of European have
found them in a closet covered with
side.
on
this
to
the advance
markets
Insect powder. We pulled them out
Opening prices were unchanged to
and each grabbed one.
to
9378
94,
higher. , May started at
"Fay was wriggling into hers it
varying the same as the market taken looked like a doughnut. I had on a
cork jacket with the back to the front.
altogether, and then declined to 93
for May, a 'Tie it!' I kept on screaming to them.
WM at 93(ff
Th(j
"Mrs. Clark had one on and was
net
lors of
to get Into another. We were
trying
'Vis
to
52
5212,
May corn opened at
all sneezing because of the insect
up, touched powder.
last night's level to
"Mrs. Clark ran to the door for
52
and later receded to 52
fresh air. 'Oh, girls,' she called.
net lower at 52
May oats closed
There is the steward bringing us tea.
.
,May oats, which' started un- And the lifeboat
is still in its place!'
changed to a shade off at 34 to 34
"Fay and 1 7 made a dive for the
descended to
door. Yes, there was the lifeboat! I
Provisions dropped a trifle as the could hardly believe
result of unloading by packers. First
"By this time the steward came up.
'Is the boat going to sink?' cried Mrs.
sales ranged froni 5 cents lower to 2
advance, with May $39.05 to $19.10 Clark.
" 'Sink? No,
everything Is all right
for lard
for pork $10.15 to $10.17
he said.
for ribs.
and $10.17
" 'Why, that sailor was lowering tha
CHICAGO
Chicago, Feb.

jj

14
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Hogs, receipts 2,500. Market strong.
Bulk of sales $7.357.50; heavy
?7.307.45; butchers and packers
$7,457.55;
lights $7.357.52;
pigs $6.256.75.
Sheep, no receipts. . Market steady.
Muttons $45.50; Colorado lambs
$7.758.40; range wethers and yearlings $57.50; range ewes $3.255.
$6.508; western cowa $3.756.50.

i3 OFF

Laces find Embroideries

This Special Sale of Laces includes our com.
plete stock of all over Laces,Bandings,Trimming
Laces, Galoons andTrimmings of all kinds.
Somel very pretty embroideries still left.
Edges, insertions, f loucings, all over Embroider.

ies in good

patterns will

be offered

at

rue
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of
Representative Bias Sanchez
visitor
business
was
a
Mound
Wagon
In the city today.
Miss: Wanda Jones will leave tonight for San Diego, Calif., where she
will locate permanently.
FRANCIS BARNUM,
to- REV. FATHER
Arthur Minium expects to leave
Tfii-AT DUNCAN
S..j.,.TQ
Elks Enjoy an
he
morrow for Kansas City, where
EVENING.
SUNDAY
Informal Dance.
weelis.
will he a visitor for several
At the Elks', nome on Thursday
visa
been
1.6.
has
who
Goff.
Mrs. E. L.
One of the most interesting events
rea large gathering of Elks and
evening
itor in the city for several days,
of the winter will be the lecture to their ladies attended
the informal
in
home
to
her
turned this afternoon
be given tomorrow evening at the dance
This s
the
lodge.
given ly
Lamy.
Duncan ppeya, house by Rev.: Father said to be the last dance to he given
arrivJohn C Mead of Kansas City
Francis Barnum, S. J., upon ihe sub- at the club before Lent. On St. Valed in Las Vegas last evening and has ject, "Alaska." American audiences
entine's eve, February 13, the Elks
entered the employ of the Aetna Build- have heard mucn about Alaska and
will give a masqueradg ball, which,
ing and Loan association.
the people have read much about that according to plans of the committee,
of
'
Lloyd Sigler and Lorenzen Stohl
Father Barnum served' ior will outdo any of the informal
country.
Salt Lake City, and John E. Meld of eight years In Alaska and has been
dances held thus far this winter. At
Denver, Colo., are In the city looking all over the country, from one end
last
evening's dance were present
over the land In this neighborhood.
to the other. He witnessed the stir-rin- g Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Losey, Dr. and
to
the
city
in
H. A Harvey drove
scenes in the. gold camps , when Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mr. ana Mrs. H.
... Moore, Mr. and Mrs. to. Danziger,
yesterday from his ranch, the famous the mineral was discovered.
Harvey mountain resort, and was a
He became acquainted with the na- Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Witten, Mr. and
visitor here last evening and this tive people and is intimately familiar
Mrs.
Gilbert Rosenwald, Mr. and
morning.
with their ways. "Be saw Alaska with Mrs. R. F. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Zimmerman
L.
Civil Engineer John
the unbiased eyes ox, a minister of S. Van--' Petten, Mr. and Mrs. Frel
leturned to Las Vegas last evening God and not as one who would seize
Nolette, Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bacha
from Bernalillo county, where he has for himself ''some portion of the
rach, Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Ward, Mr.
been on a surveying trip for the past wealth of a virgin country. Father
Mrs. Edward Lewis, Mr. and
pnd
two weeks.
Barnum is an ' eloquent speaker. He Mrs. Charles Greenclay, Mr. and Mrs.
A. A. Sena drove In pday in his also has a
gift of humor. That nis M. Bendix, Mr. and Mrs.. J. J.
Abbott-Detroautomobile, from his address will please the large audience
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Earickson,
ranch at Gallinas Springs and will that will greet him is the condident Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Stern, Mr. and
remain here until the middle of next assertion of those who have become
E. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
E.
Mrs.
to
week. Mr. Sena came to the city
acquainted with the priest since his Robert Vasse, Mr. and Mrs. E. J
be present at the swearing in of arrival in Las Vegas.
McWenle, Mr. and Mrs. Ludwlg Ilfeid,
Felix Garcia y Gutierrez, who will on
The program will begin promptly Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Appal, Mr. ana
of
Justice
Monday take up his duties
at 8 o'clock. Before the lecture sev- Mrs. Floyd B. Coman, jwts Louise
of peace In precinct No 6, on the eral musical numbers will be given
Scott, Mrs. S. A Clement, Miss
inWest Side.
by leading Las Vegas musicians,
Rudolph, Miss Helen Kelly,
truding George Smith, the Misses Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss Emma
The musical
Clement and ethers.
Tamme, Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss
will
be under Marie
the
of
program
THANKSGIVING DEFEAT portion
Clement, Miss Lucy Clement,
the direction of Miss Marguerite Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Saole
Cluxton. The lecture is for the beneMiss DeSaix Evans, Miss
AVENGED DY NORMALS fit of the Christian Brothers'- school. O'Bryne,
Chella Van Petten, Miss Hilda Baum
This Institution is doing a great work of Kansas City, Miss Thlema Coman,
In
the education of the boys of Las Miss Ruth Selinger, ?iss Mary HanTEAMS REPRESENTING THE UO
and surrounding country. Tick- sen, Miss Aileen Rosenthal, Mr. WalVegas
INCAL SCHOOL WALLOP THE
are
ets
selling st 50 cents and a large ter Hoke, Mr. Jonn W. Harris, Jr.,
DIAN AGGREGATIONS
number have been disposed of.
Mr. William Springer, Mr. Colbert
The following musical program will Root, Mr. Sol Rosenthal, Mr- - Loii
1
Both
Feb.
M.t
N.
Albuquerciiv,
he given during the evening under the
Mr. P. J. McElroy, Mr.
the boys' pad girls' championships of direction of Miss Marguerite Cluxton. Rosenthal,
.T. Danziger, Mr. M. Henriquez, tor.
at
the state will be decided tonight
Duet, "A Little Pink Rose" by Miss James O'Bryne, Mr. iiugh Trfainor,
Alhiinuevaue when the Normal Unl- Marie Clement and Miss Lucy Clem- :
and Mr. H. F. Tllton.
versit'- - Varsity team and the Normal ent.
j
the
will
team
play
girls basketball
Solo,"Goodni'sht Beloved," by Mr. Sorosls Club Holds
teams of the University of New Mex George' Smith." "
Interesting Session.
Should the teams representing
ico.
Piano-- solo, Concerts In G minor, by
On Monday afternoon the Sorosis
win
out
come
the Normal University
Miss- Marguerite Cluxton.
met with Mrs. Frank H. H.
club
no
foe
ners in both games, there will
Solo, "Bandaliero," by Mr. John C. Roberts. Mrs. Mabq' Hall gave an
basketball
the
are
doubt as to who
Baker. ,
interesting talk on "Parliamentary
of New Mexico." Both the
(Juartette; "N"ight," Miss Lucy Clem- Law on Motions and Their Precedwinof
Las Vegas teams are confident
ent, Miss Marie Clement, Mr. Leon ence."
"Current Opinion" furnlshei
ning tonight and are in good form for Guy and-MGeorge Smith.. :v
the topics for the lessons of the aftheir respective games.
The following citizens of Las Vegas ternoon. At the conclusion of Mrs.
In two contests that were fast and have been invited to sit upon the stage
Hall's talk Mrs. A. D. Higgins gave
interesting and in which the visitors during the, lecture: The members of an instructive talk, selecting as her
excelled both in speed and knowledge the Catholic
clergy, former Governor subject, "The Vice Trust in New
of the finer points of the game, the William J. Mills, Dr. W, R. Tipton, York
Mrs. Roberts read a
City."
Normal University boys and girls last Diehard Devlne, grand knight of Las
of clippings from several
number
night trimmed the Indian hoys and Vegas council of the Knights of Col- newspapers on President William
basketball
t'irls In a double-heade- r
umbus; Dr. J. M. Cunningham, Charles Howard Taft end William Jennings
event at the armory. The Normal Ilteld, Jefferson Raynolds, Margarlto
Bryan, which were botn amusing and
boys beat the Indians 30 to 23 In the Romero, H. J. Ryan, R G. Murphey, 'nteresting.
Following Mrs. Roberts,
main fm test of the evening, while
W. Kelly, Ignaclo Lopez, Lieu- Mrs. R. R. Larkin, in a most interHarry
the Normal girls walked away with tenant Governor E. C. de Baca, Mayor
esting manner, gave the life story f
their Indian sisters by the score of Robert J. Taupert, Colonel M. M. Arturci Glovannettl, the I. W. W.
on
1 3 to 8.
A large sized crowd was
Falgett O. A. Larrazolo, D. W. Con- labor leader who was at the head of
.
hand to witness the two games. An don, Simon Bacharach and M,
the recent strike In Lawrence, Mass.
Indian dance entertained the spec
Mrs. Norman Skinner gave a talk on
tators during the iterlm between the
of
"Sazoff, the Commander-in-Chie- f
two games, while a social dance at
C. S. Quickel, a well known travel the Bulgarian army," and also read
the close of the athletic events was ing man from "
Albuquerque, was a three beautiful poems, "At Bay," by
enjoyed by. a large number of those business visitor. In the ctly today.
"Science," by Ella
May Brown;
present ra.,.v.
Wheeler Wilcox and "The Call," by
Id the boys', game, Ellis and KoogJ. W. Smith of Raton was a visitor Ellen Glasgow.
ler, for the visitors, starred, while in tlfp city today.
4 4 4
Spencer and Piarote were the main
Buffet Luncheon
rjstays of the Indians. The Indians
i
Mrs. W. Nohr'-andaughter arrived and Card Party.
started out td win the game and in a in the
Mr. and
home
On
their
from,
Wednesday
evening
today
city
scries of sensational standing and In Watrous and will be visitors here Mrs. James R. Baker were the hosts
running baskets got a good lead. How over Sunday.
at a buffet luncheon and card party.
'
ever, toward the' end of the first half
in the evening an elaborate
'.'
Early
Jr;:nlf-:the Normals got warmed up and the
luncheon was served wid greatly
redmcn led by the narrow margin of
PorUbU Elevator.
by all the guests. The remainSlrr.pl
fi to 15 whenthe half ended.
In the
The revolvator la a portable eleva- der of the evening was spent In playsecond half the Normals continued to tor which la designed for use in ware- ing cards, Mrs. Hattle Heineman
play faster and better, while the In houses and storehouseswhere it may winning the ladles' prize and Mr.
dians seemed to lose some of tholr be desired to stack heavy packages Arthur Behrlnger the gentlemen's
vim and when the Normal forged one above the other for the economizThei guests present, were Dr.
ing of space. It consists pf a truck Pjbie.
ahead, could not overtake them.
Mrs.
aid
F. H. Crall, Dr. and, Mrs,
which may be readily moved about
The lineup of the boys' teams was the room and an upright arm sup- Clifford' new, Mr. and Mrs. J. Cook,
as jjbllows:
porting a platform on which the box Mr. ttbil1 Mrs,' Walter Dunn, Mr. ani'
Ndrmal University White e, tfl.'ls t or. package 4a placed.? rBtachhfg the Mrs. George Ey Morrison, Mr. and
Koocler f, Stewart g, Larrazolo g, Gal. Point doBired, the machine and Its Mrs. T. M. El wood, Mrs.. 'Clara Ifcmo-nian- ,
load may, be readily swung around
'
"
lofws g.
Mrs. Charles' Behrlnger, Mrs.
Into the' most convenient position for
Indian School-Pia- ote
c, Shipley K
unloading and the burden Is raised t! J. Haywood, Mrs. James McDonClark c, Spencer f. Tellar f.
to the height necessary and the box ald, Mrs. 11. p. McGulre, Miss Clara
, In the Rirls" game there was not so is pushed
on top of another slm-lia- r Heineman, Miss Hattie
Heineman,
box. Several men
much speed or exipert playing shown,
Miss Carrie Shrock, Mr. Arthur Behrmight be
perform his task, hut with
though the contest was exlcltlng at this
lnger and Mr. W. Morants.
times and always lively enough to are device, one or two at the most
4 4 4
entirely suilidiont to handle the
keep the audience keyed to a high large and heavy
Lino Romero to
packages.
pitch of enthusiasm. The I,s Vegas
Wed Miss Sllva.
girls showed a good knowledge of the
'
Among the events of interest for
jfreat Mistake.
game and with practice should beat
zxeducated
the
coming week is the wedding of
one of mv ttnva t h
finy feminine team In the state if the a doctor and the other a
Lino E. Robero and Miss Manuelita
lawyer," said
form displayed by them last night Is Farmer
Coriitossel, as he shifted his Silva, the invitations for which were
'
a fail Indication.
crutch.
issued yesterday. Miss Silva is the
The girls' teams lined up as fol
"That ought to be a good arrange- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Juan Silva,
ment."
lows:
well known residents of the 'ft est
"It's nothing of the kind. It has led
Normal University Rently c,
and Mr. Romero is the son of
Side,
to a row that's coin' to bn.nk un th
c, Trahey f, Young f, Tooker
Mr.
Mrs. Timoteo Romero, also
and
family. J got run Into by a
tf, Culberson
g.
uve. One of cm wants to cure me of the West Side. The wedding will
Indian Girls Sandoval c, Wlenols ap the other wants me to
morclng at 0
go lame go's occur on Monday
c
we can
ardsley f, Cunn f. Howoacum
e for damages."
o'clock mnd will be solemnised in the
I.ousa g.
Church of 0.ir IMy of Sorrows.

The Secret of Success
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Is not so much in knowing how to make money as in knowing:
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Party In Honor
of Mrs. Goelitz.
On Wednesday afternoon Mrs. C.
L. M. Baily was hostess at a five
table bridge party given in honor of
Mrs. H. W.' Goelitz, who Is soon, to,
leave Las Vegas for Mulvane, Kan,
Mrs. M. Schmidt wor first prize, Mrs.
Goelitz was presented with a guest
prize and Miss Mildred Browne won
the consolation prize. After cards
delicious refreshments were served.
At the five
bies were Mrs. P. C.
Carpenter, Mrs. H. W. Goelitz, Mrs.
W. J. Mills, Mrs. J. H, York, Mrs. 0.
S. Losey, Mrs. M. Schmidt, Mrs. E. J.
McWenie, Mrs. C. H. Schlrmer, Mrs.
George Kinkel, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs.
. W. Hart, Mrs. C. H. Gibson, Mrs.
L. T. Mills, Mrs. H. S. Van Petten,
Mrs. Harriett Van Petten, Mrs. John
Robbins, Mrs. A. A. Jones, Mrs. F.
Lord, Mrs. R. K McClanahan and
Miss Mildred Browne

V8r-euerit- e

,

how to hold on to it.
'
Deposited in the SAVINGS DEPARTMENT of this BANK the
temptation to spend is removed and there is always a growing-incentivto add more.
The "SECRET of SUCCESS" wiii be an open book to you when
you become a regular money saver at this bank.
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Dinner Party
at Summer Home
Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Goelitz

enter;
tained at dinner Tuesday evening the
members of the Round Dozen club, the
Friday Afternoon Bridge club and the
husbands of the members of both.
Before the dinner, which was given
at the Stephen Powers summer cot
tage near Hot Springs, the guests' had
a delightful drive from Las Vegas ta
the Hot Springs. An enjoyable even
ing was spent by all sitting about the
open fireplace and at a late hour
the party returned to Las Vegas. The
guests were Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Ham
mond, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Schirmer,
Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. F. 0. Blood, Ms
and Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, Mr. and
Mrs. Stephen Powers, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Iden, Mrs. C. D. Boucher,
Mrs. C. H. Gibson, Mr- W. J. Lucas and
Mr. John H. York. ,, ,
-

Mrs. Brice Hostess

,

at Dinner Party..

On Sunday Mrs. U H. Brice was
hostess at a dinner party given In
honor of Mrs. 'l'iliie Reed, who is
to leave soon for St. Augustine, Fia.,
where she will make her home with
her brother, Captain Forbes, who has
recently acquired farm lands near
that city of which Mrs. Reed is a part
owner. Mrs. Reed is a sister of Mrs.
Nolette. Present at the dinner were
Mrs. Tlllle Reed,, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Nolette, Mrs. Mary Dillon McGInfl and
Mrs. Louise Scott of Portland', Ore-

.

gon.

4 4 4
Mrs. Goelitz
Guest of Honor
Mrs. H. W. Goelitz was the guest
of honor at a bridge party given yesterday afternoon by Mrs. .C. H. Schir
mer. Guests for two tables were pres
ent Mra. H. L. Hammond and Mrs.

Stephen Powers were the prize win
ners. After tards" aeltoicm? fotfwJi-ment- s
were served. Those present
were Mrs. IT. W. Goelitz, Mrs. E. L
Hammond, Mrs. Stephen Powers, Mrs.
C. H. Gibson, Mrs. Charles Behrlnger,
Mrs. Van Petten and Mra. Clarence
Iden.

4 4 4
Dozen Meets
With Mrs. G. A. Fleming.
On Thursday afternoon the Round
Dozen club hold Its regular weekly
meeting at the home of Mrs. George
A, Fleming. All of the members of
the club,.. together 'with twq.guests,
Mra." Mnhl of jvJonmpulh, . Ill,, .and
Mrs.'R. W. Prentice, were present.
During the afternoon Mrs. Fleming
served delicious retdeshmonts In a
Round

,

most attractive manner

4 4 4

4flnterest

Paid On All Savings Deposits

PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.
L,ei Vegas, New .Mex.
CAPITAL

$106,000.00

Social Season
Comes to a Close.

Card parties, dinner parties and
dances galore this week ended uie
real social season lor the winter
On Wednesday of the coming
week the Lenten period will com- mence and many who have been active In the social season will tor
forty days refrain from attending any
events of worldly amusement. Many
people, however, will take advantage
of the two remaining days betore
Lent and attend the several affairs
which are to occur.
On Monday evening at the O. R. U.
hall the Fraternal Brotherhood will
give a penny dance and penny banquet to which every member and nis
guests are ,'nvited. This occasion
promises to be a pleasant one and
all attending are assured of a good
time by the committee in charge.
Tuesday night the last opportunity
the devoted will have to go out before Lent, the Woman's Club of
Vegas will hold a dance la the arm
ory, the proceeds of which are to go
toward the building of a road from
the Hot Springs boulevard to ihe
Masonic cemetery. As the occasion
is one In which the entire city is
interested, the public, in general will
patronize the dance, tickets tor
which are being sold by members of
the club at $ 1 per couple.

The Combination Power Machine
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Friday Afternoon
Bridge Club Meets
Mrs. E. J. McWenle entertained the
Friday Afternoon Bridge club yesterday afternoon. In addition to the
regular tables an extra table was
added in honor of Miss Presentln, who
Is at present visiting Mrs. W. E.
Kaser. The other club guests making up the players for the extra table
were Mrs.. W. E. Kaser, Miss Helen
Kelly and Miss Mildred Browne. Dain
ty refeshments were served by, the
hostess during the afternoon.
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Miss Helen Noyes was hostess

II: i
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BejjinninjMonday, February 3rd.
You will find

last

evening at a party given In honor of
her brlthday, which was attended by
a number of Miss Noyes" friends.

remnants

of every description

at

almost iye away prices.

4 4 4
At the last meeting of the Cath- olic Ladles' club Mrs. Fred Nolette
won the first prize, her score in
Five Hundred heing 3,250.

'..I

NEW' SPIRING
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Ginghams, precafes, white goods, laces,

4 4 4

Mr. and Mra. H. Erie Hoke this
evening at their residence will entertain a number of the younger set,

i

broideries will be included in this sale.

,

Mrs. Roberts
Virgil Wolfe arrived this afternoon
Gives a Luncheon
Mrs. F. H. IT. Roberts was hostos.1 from Springer and will be a vlsllor
at a luncheon this afternoon in honor here for Sunday.
of Mrs. II. W. Goelitz. The table was
II. O. Snyder, manager of agents In
prettily deeorutod In red carnations
and southern smilas. Covers for sev- New Mexico for the Mutual Life In
en wore laid, the guests being Mrs. suranca Company of New York City,
H. W. Goelitz, Mrs. R, R. Irkin, Mrs. leturned to Las Vegas this afternoon
II. W. Goelitz, Mrs. R. R. Irkin, Mrs. from an extended business trip In!
Mabel Hall and Mrs. fi, C. Anderson. Chicago and New York City. While
in New York Mr. Snyder conf.-rref- '
4 4 4
with the otucials at the home office,.!
Auction bridge Is receiving more or
the Mutual Life Insurance company.
of
less attention In Las Vegas at the

present time and a one table auction
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
bridge club has bec-- organized which
Is composed of the following mem- Take LAXATIVE
EROMO Q.
bers: Mrs. Ludwijr
Mrs. Cecl-Si- Tablets. Brussisla refund money if i;
Rosenwald, Mrs. lieuthrr and Mlt falls to cure. E. V.'. CSOVE'S t'z
IlOBT.thii.
I.
nature ia on mch mt. sr.r.

REMEMBER TDiS BAY!Pi

Beginning Monda , 1 ebru;
3rd. at 9 a. m.
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For Plowing, Seeding, Discing, Harrowing, Hauling, Road Work, Harvesting
Running Feed Grinders, Ensilage Cutters, Hay Balers, Treshing Machines
Etc. The most economical and practical tool ever invented for the medium
sized farmer.
,niu ..
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Homemade Cakes!
The Ladies' Guild of the St. Paul's
Memorial church will give Its annual
pancake sale on Tuesday afternoon
of next week at the residence of Mrs.
E. B. Shaw on the Plaza. A small
charge of 25 cents will be made, but
for this small sum one may have all
the hot pancakes and coffee that he
or ehe desires. The public is cor
dially invited to attend the pancake
sale.
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i'.or Givss Graphic Description
qf Country.
fcfany Houses Have Never Been Entered by a European and Never
Will Be Women Are Always
'
Closely Veiled.
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Story of an Old Man's Hat, an
Adopted Son, and a School
Teacher.
By AUGUSTUS

GOODRICH

SHER-WIN-

.

A neatly apparelled girl walking
slowly and sadly down a shady street
in Creston. Ahead of her a wizened,
bent old man was picking his careful
way where the pavement was most
shaded, for the sun was blistering
hot. Only a stiff rollicking breeze
saved the day from utter sultriness.
As the old man turned the corner the
wind caught him like a cyclone. It
sent his old fashioned high hat rolling
and tumbling behind him.
Immediately a crowd of urchins
playing in a vacant' lot just off the
street made a dive for the frayed,
discolored head geav:
"Get it! Get it!" shouted jubilant
voices. "Old Wilson's hat. Put it
on the post and peg at it!"
"Boys, boys," chided the young lady,
throwing up her veil and showing a
face tear stained but resolute enough
even in Its rare prettlness to daunt
the lads. She managed to catch hold
of a big boy who had Becured the hat
"Give it to me," she said firmly.
"The old gentleman is waiting for it."
"Humph, him!" cried the lad, contemptuously. "Why, he's only old
Miser Wilson. Take it, though just
because you're so pretty, and are go
ing to be our teacher,
The, girl smiled brightly at the compliment. Her lip quivered, however,
at the last words of the hoy. She
compressed them tightly and went
up to the old man.
"The wind blew your hat away,
she said.
"And you rescued it from those
young torments," broke In the old
man sharply. "I saw it all. I sup
pose," and his keen eyes sparkled, and
he chuckled, "they told you who I
,
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Primitive Substitute for the Water-- ,
Cart. Native Metl.od of Watering

a

If I'm mleerly, it's for him,
boy. So, Miss," and the old man
seemed stirred by a strong and sudden resolution, "you were to board
with Miss Briggs, if everything went
smooth, weren't you?"
"Why, yes, I believe that is the
name of the lady."
"Well, I'm going to take you there
now. I want you to promise not to go
back to the city for a day or two.
I've taken a sort of interest in you because well, I had a little girl who
died. She'd Just about be your age If
she had lived till now. I think I ean
Will you
fix this school question.
let me try?"
Nella hesitated, but not for long.
She went to Miss Griggs. It was the
next afternoon when old Gabriel ap-

peared. He was sprightly and smiling.
"I guess there must be a genuine,
warm spot somewhere in this hard
old heart of mine," he said, "for old
Wilson the miser feels about as happy
as you will when I tell you that the
full fifty quota of scholars has been provided for."
"Oh, Mr. Wilson, can it be true?"
cried Nella joyfully.
"Yes, you can start in tomorrow,
and I hope you drive some respectability Into that unruly mob of boys
who wanted to peg my old hat. My
hat-thi- nk
of it. In the family since
the 40's, Miss Merrill!",
"How did you ever influence the
school trustees?" inquired Nella.
"Just moved a squatter's family with
eight children over the township line
Into a vacant house I own inside the
school district," explained old Gabriel
with a chuckle of natisfactlon and
pride.
Life became a dream of beauty to
Nella In the lovely little village. The
townspeople took to her gentle ways
and the scholars idolized her. It
Beemed as if his rare good deed had
somehow renovated the penurious old
Gabriel. At all events, he never missed a public examination in the little
red school house. At the end of the
day he
term, the first exhibition
marched proudly into the place with
his adopted son, just home from col
lege.

The young man decided that it was
a relief to sit for two hours and take
In the simple, yet interesting exercises of the graduation day of half a
dozen proud children into class two.
It charmed him to note the rare patience and kindness of the young girl
fighting her first battle m the arena
of life for her daily bread.
told his
All this young Sidney
adopted father. The latter simply
chuckled, as was his wont, and mut
tered something about "good taste
and "respect for old ag, and what
attached to it even old hats."
Then came the two weeks' vaca
tion, embracing the winter holidays.
Naturally old Gabriel called to see
Nella. Naturally, too, he took Sidney
with him.
The sly old man heard of skating
and coasting parties after that The
day before the new term began he
called Sidney to him.
"See here, young man," he observed,
"I never find Nella at home when I
call now. I never find you at home at
all. As a lonely old man, let me suggest that it would be a fine thing to
get her into the family."
"Why," smiled Sidney, broadly and
I sughappily, "what a coincidence!
gested the same thing to Nella o:.ly
last evening!"
(Copyright,

Road.

CARELESS

him that he is cot in Europe. The
country Is flat, It has many trees, it is
ut up Into small fields and very closely cultivated. It Is the human element
and the animal element that make it
unlike Europe the women "swathed
In crimson muslin," the children "either naked or fantastically dressed up,
i.tie thin walnut colored men, with
white turbans and bare legs, the big
loose limbed donkeys who paBS in a
Tdnd of ambling gallop," the humpbacked cattle, "mild miniature beasts,"
lead colored bufthe straight-backefaloes. Then comes a railway station
and a fresh "riot of color and fancy."
Opposite the carriage stands a venerable gentleman In bright green flowered silk dressing gown, with a pink turban and white pajamas; near him
there is a woman "in a shapeless mass
of orange cotton," a tiny child, "with
embroidered coat and absurd little
buff trousers ending in red shoes,"
and an old man who crowns a gray
frock coat with a crimnon turban, and
wraps his legs In "a careless swathe
of white muslin." Mr. Spender's train
was delayed for ten minutes because a
party of ladles had to be got out. An
Immense sheet wan held in front of
their carriage, in which they were
eomohow enwrapped, and the group
was left "standing like a great, white
Vox In the middle of the platform."

"Give

1912,

by W. G. Chapman.)

OF SMALL CHANGE

It to Me," She Said Firmly.

Like the Pin, Thousands of Pennies
Are Lost Every Year Many
around doing favors for old misers, do
Are Carried Abroad.
you, young lady?"
"Why, if they deserve it, surely.
That Americana are careless of their
You do not look very dreadful, Mr. small
change is evidenced by the fact
a
with
said
the
young
lady
Wilson,"
of the 150,000,000 pennies annual
that
smile.
sent out from the Philadelphia mini
"You're the right sort, Miss Nellie ly a small percentage are ever ao
only
Merrill," suddenly spoke out the old counted for
remark Hap

aftrward,
You
per'e Weekly.
for
sent
are the young lady they
It is thought that but a very small
yesterday to teach the new school percentage of pennies lost in th
here. They pointed you out to me as streets are ever found, since they lack
you went to see the school trustees luster aud fail to catch the eye as does
this morning. You'll make a good a silv.er coin. Tne cnances are inai
teacher, I can see that, and I'm go- they are swept up with rubbish and
ing to tell the trustees so."
bo, for the most part, lost as coins. fellow.

"You see, I know you.

Miss Nellie's bright face clouded;
When the new Lincoln pennies were
again those gentle eyes were close first placed in circulation thousands
to tears.
were used as souvenirs,' never again to
"I am afraid it will do no good, Mr. find their way into general circulation.
Wilson," she said mournfully.
Hundreds were gold plated and sil"Why, what do you mean?" asked vered to be used as cuff links and
the old man.
stickpins.
"They have given me my expenses
County fairs and shows of various
and a trifle more for coming down kinds mutilate thousands of pennies
here," eaid Nellie. . "They were a every year. At the fairs one may see
little premature, you see. Under the a machine that will flatten a cent and
law they cannot begin school until at the same time emboss a souvenir
there are 60 possible scholars between view of the event.
the agos of six and eighteen in the
Hundreds of thousands of pennies
district."
are carried out of the United States
to
mean
'"And you
say there aren't
tourists, who leave them abroad. A
more than that in the township?" by
or two ago 100,000 of them were
year
cried old Wilson. "Why, I fancy I
to Cuban bankers and placed
shipped
could count more than that in boys
among the laboring
circulation
In
,12 RICH WOMEN ON k JURY alone who have stoned my windows,
in Cuba. Tho American coprobbed my orchards, and made them classes
per runs a close second to the pin, of
.Court Officer In Kansas Make Up an selves generally disagreeable."
millions are lost every year.
which
Dla-!
"The count Is official," explained
Odd Panel for a Case of
Mias Nellie. "There are three fcchol-ar- s
orderly Conduct.
Will Never Have to Propoae Again.
short, and the trustees have put
"Then you won't marry me?"
school
until
off
the
win
the
Independence, Kan. Twelve of the ter opening
"No, Archibald, I will not"
term."
wealthiest and most prominent women
"You will not change your mind
Wilson
Gabriel
had been Boftly
this city wore summoned to serve
,f
be sorry afterward that you havi
and
on a jury in the case of James Blue, brushing his chennhed' hat all this refused me?"
Between whiles he stole keen
harged wiih firing a shot through time.
"Positively not"
at the modest, womanly girl
the window of an interbiirban car glances him.
"This, I suppose, la final."
before
near her, endangering the lives of the
"Absolutely."
been
"I
suppose you've just
studypassengers. Among the women sum
"And there will be no come back?"
moned by the court officers are the ing yourself half to death to qualify
"None."
wives cf two millionaire oil operators, for the wretched $20 a month and
"You realize what you are doing?"
to
were
inhere?"
board
get
he
you
(two banters' wives and two suffragist
"Yes, I do. I wouldn't marry you if
manifest
with
Interest.
quired
were the last man on earth"
you
and
an
have
no
am
fam"I
orphan,
I
heaven," murmured the old
"TharU
Nellie.
said
"I feel
ily dependence,"
"I hve done my duty
Donkeys Annoyed Neighbors,
pretty bad at missing this Bplendid bachelor, an
vow TforK.
were position."
"You're
angei, waggle. I am godonkeys
performers at a "night In
"An orphan, eh?" repeated old Ga- ing to send you a box of flowers. 1
.
f e r '""'J' given at one of briel th.": !'.! illy. "So is my boy was afraid you might accept me. Now,
i i
in love,
and their bray,
,
t'lir
that is, my adopted son, f,ldny. He's having been disappointed
!)
ii. l,';lil)'rj
way at v.olh.w now, studying to b will never have to propone again."
.

i

('

1, 1913.

a lawyer.

AT A COiKCIDEIICE! dear

Bombay, India. Reviewing J. A.
Spender's book, "Tbe Indian Scene,"
the London Spectator Bays:
To those who have not Been India
the descriptive chapters of "The Indian Scene" will be of very great interest Mr. Spender is content to describe what he saw in the simplest
way, and by this means gives the reader a strong sense of the reality of
what he Is told. Nowhere is this done
with more completeness than in the
opening chapter on Bombay. What
strikes him Is not the place bo much
as the people. Every street swarms
with them, and "no half doxen seem
alike." Their color varies from white
to very nearly black, their costume
"from the frock coat to the loin
cloth."
Then there is the contrast between
life and death, between the rich Par-se- e
living in his pretentious stone
built house on the seashore, and the
same man carried, as soon as he has
closed his eyes, to the towers of silence, with their "obscene semicircles
of vultures sitting huddled together
on the rims of the two pits waiting for
their next meal." And then there is
the factmore separating races perhaps than any other feature of Indian
life that into the vast majority of
houses which "to all outward seeming
x
might be the homes of European
riches," no European has ever
entered or ever will enter. He must
not see the women who live in them.
When a shuttered or curtained carriage passes him for the first time In was."
the street, he la told that a woman is
"Yes Mr. Wilson."
Inside, and that Is his nearest ap"And the old miser? Hey, did they
f
of Inproach to knowledge of
say that? you don t want to go
dian life.
When he leaves Bombay Mr. Spender, does his best to answer the sim
ple question, What does India look
5ike? Somewhat north of Baroda he
opens the shutters of his sleeping car
riage and at first sees nothing to tell
nou-veau-
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & EL
A.

COLUMN
FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

CAE!

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT
RATES

BESTAUBANT AND

ADVER-

DORADO

LODGE

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday la
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wm P TlJUla
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

cents per line each Insertion.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to llns.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-- f
No ad to occupy less spacs than two
ular conclave sec. d Tues-lines. All advert Is menta charged
day in each month at
"Do you belong to a brass band. will be booked at space actually sst
at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
Temple
Mrs. Blow?"
without regard to number of word
KlnkeL E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re"No, dear. What put that idea into Cash In advance preferred.
corder.
your head?"
"Well, mamma said you were always blowing your own horn, so I
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
thought you must belong to a brass
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
band."
vocation first Monday In
each
month at Masonic
ECONOMICAL
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
R. Williams, H P., F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
Five

NO.

.

i

KNIGHTS

OF
Meets

THIAS
ery Monday ev
in
Castlr
nlng
Vision
MrVl H a 1 1.
7
Knights ar cordl
ally invited. Chaa
Liebachner, Chas
cell or Commander
Harry Martin. Keeper of Record
and Seal.

Ma-eon- lo

F. O. E.

m. iHv?;

President:

NUMBER.

MAIN

rourtn

Wanted

For Rent

WAY DOWN THERE

PIANO for rent.

417

Ward, Secretary

Meets second
evening
Thursday

an?- -

at W. O. W. Hall. Vision
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. B
W. Houf Dictator;
J. TbornMn
Secretary.

L

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, 0. E.
S. Meets first and inirj Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
I
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Maare
men
who
WANTED
Traveling
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
making small towns and cross road
stores to handle our new and'
Telephone Main 329.
pocket side line. Pays a commission of $4 per order. A winner. FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Mees every Monday night at
For full particulars address Burd
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
Mfg Co., 212 Sigel St., Chicago, III
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
WANTED Dressmaking by the day,
cordially welcome J. C. Wertz,
Mrs. Rainey, Box 717 Old Town.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
WANTED To buy second hand type
writer in good condition, standard MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
make. E. F. Baca, Romero Mercan
Metst in the Forest of brotherly
tile
company.
Room
Lunch
love at Woodmen of the World hall
of
Cheap
Proprietor
I want you to print a note on
my
on tbe second and fourth Fridays
menu cards under "Soups."
WANTED Reliable woman to assist
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H
Printer What do you want to say?
with nursing at Las Vegas hospital.
Stewart Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
Proprietor Patrons finding meat In
Visiting members are especially
the soup will please return it at once
welcome and cordially invited.
to the waiter.

E. C.

L. O. O. MOOSE

1ft.

OPTIC'S

Meets first and third Tues

day evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordl
ally Invited to attend. A. M. Adler

LOCAL

TIME

CAHi)

EAST BOUND
-

Arrive

No.
No.

.4

No.

8

No.

10

2

No.
No.

3

No.

7

No.

9....

9:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

Depart
9:15 p. ro
11:05 p. m- 2:10 a. m
2:10 p.

p. m
p. m
a. m
p. m

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m.. . ..
6:35 p. m

1

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. m
a. m
p. m
p. m

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunk)
Attorneys-at-La-

Las

New Meziec

Vegas.

DENTISTS

Eighth St.

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first
FOR RENT Furnished four room Tuesday of the month In the vestry DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
Crockett Building.
cottage, will take invalids. Also
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
Main 111
Office Telephone
three room cottage. Call 417 Eighth
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are House
Main 184
Telephone
street.
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
modFOR RENT Furnished

house,
ern, Eighth and Washington.
quire Herbert W. Gehrlng.

retary.

Dentist
Dental work of any description ai
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
moderate prices.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 138
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
Pioneer building.
Visiting memFOR SALE Hay and grain. Salomon
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Mrs a. S. R.. Van Buren St. King
Ata, Phone Maine 495.
ston, N. Y. (full name furnished on
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
application) had such decided nenein
from using Foley's H6ney and Tar
FOR SALE Five room house at 1033
O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound that Bhe shares her good
0.
Fourth street
with others. She writes:
1.
Meets every Monday evening at fortune
FniAVa Hnnev and Tar Compound
their hall on Sixth street All visit- brought my voice back to me during
FOR SALE Household furniture. 811
ing brethren cordially Invited to at a severe case of bronchitis na larynNational .venue.
tend. J. D. Fr.ddenstlne, N. O.; gitis. Oh, how many people I have
Schaefer
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, recommended it to." O. G.Adv.
Stranger Is your son old enough FOR SALE Two good' family cows,
Co.
Cross
and
Red,
Drug
to vote yet?
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
fresh two months. Inquire Optic.
Feudist Oh, yes.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
F. E. Walling, a farmer diving near
Stranger Is he a registered voter?
Mo strongly recommends FoYukon,
SALE
farmFOR
Household
shoot
goods,
well
Feudist Nope; he can't
and Tar Compound and
Honey
ley's
ing implements, 1 Bain wagon, 1 B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and says: "I have been advised by my
enough yet to vote.
fourth Tuesday evening of each family doctor to use Foley's Honey
sulky buggy, ,1 single harness, 1
set double harness, 34 chickens, 2 month Elka home on Ninth street and Tar Compound for my children
AN ORATOR, BU- Tand Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- when there was a cough medicine
horses, 2 rolls chicken wire. Mrs.
needed. It always gives the best of
ers are cordially Invited. P. D.
P. C. Nisson, North Fourth street.
and I recommend it to
satisfaction
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- others." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
don, Secretary.
Drug Co. Adv.
In-

For Sate.

Lest

LOST A brlndle Boston bull dog, an
swers to the name of Shake. Re
turn to H. W. Kelly's residence, 825
Sixth street Reward.

RETAIL PRIGES
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery....
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 ba., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
60 lbs. to . 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 5d lbs. Each Delivery

Business,.
Directory
Winks That fellow De Blow Is cer
tainly a born actor.
Dlnkfl Think so?
Winks Yes; one never realises
until after his speeches appear in
print that he doesn't say anything.
A NEW

ONE

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanslnt

39
1

ANT Ads
Are Best

and Glaslna.
Eatlmates Cheerfully Given.
.
Old Town
at Rlrtft P!a

N.

0.

Market Finders

HERMAN
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY ths particular thing is worth most

Qrand Ave

429

U,r

J:,,

feI

In
I'lll.tnvulrit
i tMcs,
TiL

no

your property unless It were advertised here.

i V11U
ith Hit TilUxin.

ji.rf.luAv
X
other. I'uy of tniip V

fit IA,HO,! as It It AM
IJest, Safwt.
vMrs known

Others, who read and ana rer ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash lor) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of nsafulness of any sort, and musical Instruments.

lor K
Alwtys Rclishl

There is no better medicine made
for colds than Chamberlain's Cousrh
Hemedy. It acts on nature's plan, re- the lungs, opens the secretions,
aidtt
and restores the
system to n healthy condition. l or

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all possible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best in

;

Bali; by a!!

Adv.

of

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST ;o someosa
who roads the ads. In this newspaper and would never hear of

PILLS
CHICHESTER SliUAM,.
A

SOlDBVnRliriftlSTSFVFRmjRF,

ty

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities oi Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

SiDU PfilfiTltlQ

Harold.
Evelyn (edging away) No.
you mustn't try to railroad yourself
Into my affections.
Harold To railroad niyselff
Evelyn Yes; you seem to think
your inn ha the right of way around
;int.

100
100
100
100
100

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

Automobile, Carriage &

"titter

20c per
25c per
30c per
40o per
50c per
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getting work out with little delay, but insist that it must be absolutely correct and
satisfactory in every respect.
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WILL GET

For $1.00

avis

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
la the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

J
I

I

fancy nexico

Returns from both basketball games
to be played in Albuquerque this evening between the Normal and the University of New Mexico teams will be
posted this evening by E. G. Murphey
in the Murphey drug store. Mr. Murphey has made arrangements to obtain the scores as soon as possible and
will post them as soon as they are
received.
Spring "sure am coming." Yesterday
on the ball field near the High school
were seen some 40 boys playing the
national game. Baseball is iho game
of spring and it's a sure sign that the

spring serson of the year ii uear at
h,ii:d when the small boy gets out
his baseball outfit and goes to It,
warming op l1Ue a regular b'r learner.

V

Several owners of vacant lots about
have
the
begun
already
city
their spring cleaning up, burning the
dead weeds and grass and improving
the appearance of their lot3 in other
ways. 'Tis a good idea to get busy
on these vacant lots at this time of
the year and public spirited property
owners improve greauv the general appearance of the city by having
these early cleaning-udays.

H.

Grocer
sssfiek:

M

. 11

iJ

EJJ

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

General orders have been issued
from the office at Santa Fe of Adju
tant General A. S. Brookes for the
inspection of the several organizations
of the National Guard of New Mexico
by officers of the United States army
detailed for the purpose. April 3 is
the date set by Adjutant General
Brookes for the inspection of Las Ve
gas Company H of the New Mexico
Infantry. The inspection will be
made by a regular officer of the United States' army at the company

We guarantee our milk and cream
to be produced from healthy cows

If it may be termed a science

must

include a weans of presenting the

The

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

Science of
Selling
Farms

class in the southwest usa the

and handled by nealthy people, in
seprate concrete floor buildings, under strictest rules of cleanliness.
Full equipment for cooling and aerating. All bottles and utensils thoroughNo possibility of disly sterilized.
ease germs entering the milk to multiply.
THE CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY.
Fred K. Corbett, Prop.
Adv.
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HTIRUEI
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PESFHICE
At Ilia Home oi

the Easl

of Everything Eatable

HIE BAPTIST

we hav

results of perfect laundering to

Fresh California LettuVfe'aiTd Cauliflower, New Mexico Green Onions,
Radishes. Parsley, and Horseradish
-Root, Carrots, Cabbage,. Turnips,

Rutabagas

I
I.

t f
I

I

J

GM

it

endorsing

with

their

con-

tinued patronage.
SHIRTS, COLLARS,

man with his face dramatically set
and a woman with her hair flowing
wildly sped through the streets in a
motorcycle here yesterdayheedless of
the warnings that the drawbridge over
the Shewsbury river just ahead of
them, was open. Neither seemed to
hear and In an Instant the motorcycle
was turning a somersault in the alrj
and the man and girl went into the
water.
Hundreds of persons ran up, excited,
at the news that a crazy man had driv.
en a girl and himself into the river,
only to find that a motorboat had
picked them up safely. Some women,
who witnessed the affair,, wore almost
fainting when thb boys In the crowd
"Get wise, it was all done
itfiouted:
See the men with
for the movies.
there
over
camera
Hie

AND

CUFF

WORK THAT

IS

u

HKCfl

CO. STORE

Laundry
Fhoitt Main

III

67

VourJ

'iv

3

4

mmim

111

i N

t.

wy

M

r.

Is made of n indestructible felt base
beautifully
ored and gramed by a
special process, made

col-

FloorinS is easy to keep clean,
not crack, peeler blister. I3
absolutely

1

;

jind
damp-proo-f,

odorless and sanitary.
and smaller fuel

vermin-proo- f,

Makes warm floors in winter
bills.
Put up in rolls 38 inches wide
jewu. van ma gei samples and
illustrated, booklet.
FOR 8ALE

j

a

sold by the
beautifully

BY

J. C. J0HNSEN & SON

Jeffeison Rayuolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assasitant Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M.

Surplus, and Uhdividxd Profits

$35, 000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

R. G. Archer and H. Hatch, ranch
ers from the Alamosa district, were
visitors in the city today.

XOVEBLAND

D. C. Collier, president of the San
Diego 1915 exposition, who also has
large interests In the Pecos grant,
passed through Las Vegas today en
route from Chicago to San Diego.
While in Las Vegas Mr. Collier con
ferred with Harry W. Kelly, with
whom he was an
acquaint

-

show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344.

IT

MOD! 59 A-

or ca!l and we will have our demonstrator

Telephone

ance.

&

Macbiee

Whalen,

.

&

Co

Fowler

Prtps

RECEIVED
THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

Extra Fancy Mackerel
each

25c

Fancy Boston Mackerel
2 for

"Dainty" Boneless

.0 ITS QUALITY TRUITS"

25c

Cod- -

fish, per box.

25c''

t

"Highest Grade"

t

si

"Swan's Down" fibered

E KINO THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

15c

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
A

'

Mid- -

dies Codfish, per pd

.

.

"Pure Food" Sardines
per can -

25c

can

!'

i

I

ioc

.

;

,

j
oi?4UUrvtV

Insht

'Ferndcll" Sardines, per

""Mity

25c

Ir

...

If

you want the highest
canned fruits

n

'Crawn" Sardines per
can

indicated
house of the Iowa
a bill
passing
intended
today that it
to prevent Interaiamase ueiwem
white pcoplft and m Teen, wtion. iiy a
the revon of 21 to I'.,
Tli
fori'.ii)'tt'M,
"
of
':
port
the bill for

!n'''i!ii,

.

m

possible by a
recent discovery. It is
protected with a triple coating of
J vutoA jwhich receives the brunt of the wear.

Santa Fe, Roswell, N. M., Amarillo,
Paso, Houston, Tex., Phoenix,
Ariz., Denver, Durango, Grand Junction and Pueblo, Colo.
Application for information in re
gard to the examinations,, and for
admission to the same, should be addressed to the United States Civil
Service Commission,. Washington, D.

ed," said Attorney General Wicker
ehara this afternoon at the conclusion
of a conference with rcpresentnUves
of the Southern and Union TacKlc railroads held In an attempt to agree with
the attorney general on a plan dis
Pa
solving the Union
cific merger.

.t

Bt

-

4 v ?y

El

PROGRESS MADE
1
Some progress
Washington, Fob,
was made but no agreement reach-

.

new ne nd

Mexico:

SOME

'"'

J

'

EXAMINATIONS.

20c

inn

-

Ar

--

W

Examinations for the position of
assistant observer in the weather bu
reau will be held, beginning on the
ninth of April, 1913, at the following
named1 places in and near to New

KNIFED PET MEASURE

NO M ISCEGI NATION
1.
The lower
Pes Moines, la.. Feb.

Las Vcas Steam

d h0use int0

w

old-tim- e

A young

V:ril

.

;

ALL A FAKE
Seabright, N. J., Feb. 1

!

wo4 fl0M the
.n?. JJ 8hi,"
e finest
lak on", do away with
mZ
t"n- homework,

i

The Sunday Schopl Basketball
League under the auspices of the Y
M. C. A., will open its season tonign
All teams are ready for the games.
During the week every .team has had
at least one night of practice and tne
indications aro that some classy basketball will be seen. The admission
3 to be 15 cants for adults and xO
cents for those under 16. Season
tickets are. ?1 for vaults and 75 cents
for those under 1G.
There will be two games every,
league night, making it 5 cents per
game and less than this for season
tickets. Tonight the Baptists ani
Christians will oppose each other,
this game Btaifting promptly at 8
o'clock. The second game will be between the Methodists and the Y. M.
C. A. and by many this is expected
to be the hardest fought of the two,
because of the experience that the
players on both teams have had.
Following is the lineup of the teams
playing tonight:1'
forMethodist Paul
Schoen,
forward;
ward; Lee McCullough,
Leslie Swallow, center; Clifford Stewart, guard; Fank Culberson, guard;
Omar Barker, substitute.
Christian Frenk Fredericks, forward; Hesper Wilhite, forward; Tom
Williard
Ford,
Bentley, center;
guard; Earle Showalter, guard.
Baptists Judd Deterick, forward;
Homer Reed, forwar'l; Thomason,
center; Morton Howell, guard; I. W.
Lively, guard.
Y. M. C. A. Julius
Krause,
Fred Lewis, forward; Lloyd
Infeld,
Ludwig
Grinslade, center;
sub
guard;
Roscoe
Grlnsla'e,
guard;
stitutes, Frank Goldy, Harvey Brown,
Eph Welch

fy A

i

give

mmaud put up m rolla

A SERIES

Tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock
at the First Baptist church will occur
the first in a series of popular Sunday
evening services to be given during
the winter under the direction of the
pastor, Rev.-N- . B. Green. A six piece
orchestra will enhance the beauty of
the musical program and there will
be solos by the best musicians In Las
Vegas. The ipublla is cordially invited
to attend the services. The First Bap
tist church is located conveniently
and it is expected the services will
attract a large number of worshippers.
The members of the orchestra are
as follows:
Walter
J. M. Cook, first violin;
Kolbo, second violin; D. R. Murray,
viola; Mrs. Charles Kohn,' piano; O.
C. Zingg, cornet;
H. M. Northrup,
trombone.
The program for the evening is as
follows:
"Lost Chord," Sullivan, Orchestra,
Hymn 674 "Ten Thousand Times
Ten Thousand," Congregation.
Invocation.
Hymn 667 "Jerusaem the Golden,'
Congregation!
Scripture Reading.
Hymn E21 "Zion Stands by mils
Surrounded," Congregation.
Solo, "The Great White Throne,"
Mrs. H. M. Northrup.
Offertory, "Meditation," Morrison.
Orchestra.
Hymn 425 "Stand up for Jesus,"
Congregation.
Twenty-Minut- e
sermon, "The Exult
ant Note," Pastor N. B. Green.
Hymn 395 "Lord When We Bow."
Congregation.
Benediction.

TWO GOOD GAMES OF BASKET
'BALL WILL BE PLAYED AT
Y. M. C. A. TONIGHT,

"

appear-r,n-

OF POPULAR
WILL OCCUR
MEETINGS
SUNDAY NIGHT

FIRST OF

Professor E. E. Wenworth Layton
has just received for a Las Vegas pur
chaser one of the 409 style mahogany
case Baldwin pianos. This is the sec
ond such instrument to be placed in
this city within the past few weeks
The famous
by Professor Layton.
Baldwin products are popular here
and are greatly in demand by pur
chasers of musical instruments.

Pacific-Souther-

UNEQUALLED.

Also Fine Fresh Strained Honey
r '

who are

hundreds of patrons,

'

wfbf

Codfish, per pkg.
We are daily presenting our

here thatit willi- sj&s&r Something

CHIC II

The Royal Neighbors of Amento
will give a necktie and apron social
The first regular meeting of the Sisand entertainment at W. O. W. hall,
terhood
of Temple Montefiore will be
Friday evening, February 7. Admis
held at the residence of Mrs. Cecllio
sion 10c. Adv.
Kosenwald, Tuesday, February 11, at
3 o'clock.
This afternoon at the residence of
Mrs. Harrett Van Petten was held an
Important meeting of the executive SUNDAY SCHOOL LEAGUE
committee of the Woman's club. All
of the members of the committee
SEASON WILL BEGIN
were present and much Important bus
iness was transacted..

Z3h

fLr gff

AT

TYPE

The Corhett Sanitary Dairy will
have Its wagons delivering milk Saturday morning, February 1st. Telephone as formerly Main 312. Adw.

GR.ANULATED SUGAR.

The Cash Grocer

OF POPULAR

E.
E.
WENWORTH
The Altar Guild of the Episcopal PROFESSOR
A STYLE 409
LAYTON
PLACES
church will meet In the church after
IN LAS VEGAS HOME
the afternoon service, during Lent

If presented on or before the 10th, day of Febru-

18 POUNDS

at C.12

Try a dram Qf Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

S1.00 In Cash or Our Coupons
ary

SECOND BALDWIN MUSICAL SERVICE

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

1, 1913.
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Denver, Feb." 1.' the" houae this
morning took up consideration of the
Uis Animas county contest cases, Involving the Beats, of lii'jirtefitatives
W. W. Boyle arid John Mayer. After
a lengthy dltteuRBimi' the house
until MoiiiJcy ItliOut roach-a
'
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Senator Helen R. Robinson attempt-cto secure a reconsideration of het
hill allowing women to servo on juries. This bill was killed yesterday
n
In the senate and today Senator
move
vote
to
a
re
changed her
consideration. The motion to reeon
Eider was lost end the senator spen
Hie remainder of the morning tryln?
to pi) Sho
id, which shows that
ulif m il n :;!; I h'T
Kob-lrmo-

!'.

